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THE ONE BEHIND THE 
CURTAIN ... 

It is no secret that Dr. Gregg 

Mowen brought a significant 

shift in school thinking when 

he came aboard as principal 

in 2017, and he has shown 

no signs of stopping as he 

gives Kubasaki the strong, 

but kind, presence it needs. 

• • • 

EDITOR IN CHIEF... 
He is the advisor's right 
hand man! It's Jonathan 
Hoppe (11)! He manages 
and assigns and edits every 
detail of the book. 
Yearbooks record the 
highlight of our highschool 
careers, to remember the 
friends we used to share. 

LAYOUT EDITOR... 
The layout is the foundation 
to every book. The hardest 
part is to design a look that 
reflects both the visual and 
verbal theme of the book. 
Tina Davis (11) edits every 
page to make sure the 
overall theme and layout is 
consistent throughout. 

COPY EDITOR... 
Writing is one of the hardest 
parts to accomplish in a 
yearbook. Andrea Liedel 
(11) guides and works with 
staff members and 
encourages them how to 
develop the headlines, 
captions, and stories of the 
book! 

Kubasaki High School, the oldest school in DoDDS-

Pacific, has evolved during its seven decades of 

existence. Once located in Awase and known as 

Okinawa-American High School during the 1950s, 

today's campus is a mix of old and new, with memories 

cherished by all who have walked its hallowed grounds. 

...THE EARLY DAYS 

ANOTHER PIECE THE 
A Book Of Memories • • • 

yearbooks prior to our own have attempted to capture. 
Bringing these stories together is the goal as we celebrate 
a momentous achievement, adding "Another Piece of Our 
Puzzle" to Kubasaki's legacy for the 70th time. 

Kubasaki High School has a storied history housing a 
countless number of students and teachers throughout 
its time on the Kishaba Terrace. Each of those 
individuals have a unique story to tell, which 69 Torii 
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The Torii Yearbook staff would like to extend a special and heartfelt thank you to Mr. 
Shaver and his Digital Photography class (with a special shout-out to Kaily Stroll), 
Mr. Patrick Roberts, and Mr. Dave Ornauer for their generous contributions and 
support to this year's book. We couldn't have done it without you guys! 0 



STUDENT LIFE... 
Page 6-31 

Activities, in and out of 
school, that directly 
impact our lives. 
Featuring those stand
out moments that we 
will all remember 
when our time here 
comes to an end. 

ACADEMICS... 
Page 32-49 

It's the reason 
Kubasaki exists, and 
where we spend most 
of our high school 
careers. In the 
classroom, the labs, 
the projects.... we've 
got it covered. 

CLUBS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS... 

Page 50-69 
Showing a diversity of 
Kubasaki's unique 
clubs, this section 
aims to capture what 
motivated our 
students outside the 
classroom, while still 
representing the 
school we love. 

High School may feel like an eternity when strolling that 

oh so familiar route from class to class, but making sure 

you keep yourself engaged is essential, because you 

never know who you could meet walking down the hall. 

...ON THE MOVE 
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CORTERTS 

PEOPLE... 
Page 110-199 

The heart and soul 
of the yearbook. 
Portraits and 
profiles of the 
students and staff, 
with star treatment 
to the class of 
2019. 

SPORTS... 
Page 70-109 

A in-depth look at 
the Dragon teams 
and their seasons, 
pre-game rituals, in-
huddle pep talks, 
and playoff 
celebrations. 

Adding to the Puzzle 
One Piece at a Time • • • 

Life is made up of memories and eventually, they're 
going to be all we have to hold onto. That's why making 
the most of our experience at Kubasaki is so vital, as 
the choices we make impact the rest of our lives. 

The performances we were in. The class projects we did. 
The championship-winning team we celebrated. Life is a 
puzzle. Each of our memories add pieces to ours and 
others'. High school is the biggest piece to each one. 



Although class plays a significant role in our lives, the 

Dragons have a life outside of the classroom! From 

dances and pep rallies, to hanging out at the Sunabe 

Seawall and American Village, Kubasaki High School 

students spend their time surfing Okinawa's one-of-a-

kind beaches, eating new cuisine, and exploring all of 

the things our island has to offer. Kubasaki and our 

island may be small in size, but it is big in fun! 

Make your life a 

masterpiece; imagine no 

limitations on what you 

can be, have or do. 

...BRIAN TRACY 



inspired you to pick Family Feud at 
pep rally? Where did you acquire your 

public speaking skills?" 
was never really a big Jeopardy fan, and 

Wheel of Fortune was a bit too complex, so 
I just went with Family Feud. My speaking 

skills definitely came from Steve Harvey, 
We are basically the same person except 
he is bald and I have this beautiful hair." 

-SHANON HYDE( 11) 

Lily Leapold (10) scoots across the floor as she races her fellow peers. 

r 
Pep rail 
council 
atmosp 
momeni 

rallies are student-produced events sponsored by student 
" to uplift the mood of our Kubasaki Dragons. The 

atmosphere at the pep rallies create truly unforgettable 

FIRING UP THE CROUID 
Our senior Dragons burst through the doors of the gymnasium in 
what could very well be their final pep rallies before they continue 
on to the next step in their lives. On the other hand, some of our 
younger Dragons get to experience events that they will never 
forget for the first time. Our pep rallies allow our students to 
participate in many activities as well as interact with members of 
the Dragon family they may have not even knew existed! 
Scheduling the events in the morning was first met with groans, 
but students eventually got used to the timing as it woke them up! 

proud of yourself at the 
same time. Bleed green 

and white. 
...VINCENT HILL (12) 
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TINA DAVIS 
"Dressing as a boy for a day 

is very different from 
dressing as a girl, but I was 

definitely more comfortable." 

INDIANA GLOVER 
"Wearing a boy's outfit for a 

whole day was very 
refreshing." 

NATALIA SANCHEZ 
"I never thought pants could 
be so baggy, and shirts were 

so big!" 

Spirit week is one of the most exciting times 

of the year, as our Dragons are able to 

engage in the many activities such as 

dressing up and participating in our school 

pep rallies. Student Council ensures every 

event they sponsor will be memorable! 

H!l 
EP RALLIES/SPIRIT WEEK 

bring their Aloha on 
Tourist Day. 



•"I'm not sure, but it's kind of like drinking 
from heaven. It's pretty and keeps my water 
cold, #hydro flask gang." 

...JAELYN FORBES (9) 

Even though when people ' 
think of trends it usually 
deals with clothes, food 

can be considered a trend 
as well! These students go 

to the best cafes and 
restaurants to get that 
Instagram-worthy food. 

Everyone has their own sense of fashion, and Kubi students Makaela Hennigan 
(11), Adrian Alcozar (10), and Natalie Tunstall (10) are no different! 

"TheTrendsuielfiioiii 
Trends are often the topic of our conversations. From new 
music videos on YouTube and posts on Instagram. trends 
have defined modern society for a long time, so there is no 
doubt they will continue to be relevant in 2019. Being up 
to date is always great, but sometimes new trends erase the 
old ones from our minds. Don't worry though, just in case 
you missed some, this page outlines everything trendy in 
the past 365 days. 

There are 3.397 billion social media users as of 2019, with the average person having 
5.54 different social media accounts. The average daily time spent on social media is 
116 minutes, and a new social media account is made every 10 seconds! 

10 • •• 

WHAT S HOT? 
NEW IDEAS AND ASPIRATIONS 

Every new year inevitably brings with it new 

trends. Fashion statements, talented musical 

artists, trendy activities: all of them are bold, 

original, and of course a whole lot of fun. With 

how fast trends tend to spread around, these 

Dragons keep us up to snuff with some of their 

favorites. 

KEEPING UP 
From YouTuber 

merchandise to big 
brands, Kubasaki has 
no shortage of peppy 



THE PERFECT SUNSET 
Sunabe seawall was the 
ideal place for Joshua 
Jackson(11) and Eryn 

Brooks's (9) photo. 

GET READY TO 
TANGO... 

It's fun to take 
Instagram worthy 

photos, but behind the 
scenes is where the real 

action is at! We dance 
until our feet hurt and 

we can hardly walk, 
making for one of the 

most memorable nights 
of high school. 

BEFORE WE DANCE 
Snapping a quick photo before 
the 500's building is a must for 
Cassadi Castillo(9) and Shea 

Johnson(9) 

POSE FOR THE CAMERA 
These lovely ladies pose in 
front of a 50's cafe for their 

Homecoming photo. 

nights of their young lives! 

* J ANIGHT 
I —/ RtlVlEMBERi 

A group of freshman all 
pose by the ocean to take 

a photo of their first high 
school dance. It's a big 
milestone for them, with 

many more to come. It 
was most definitely one ol 

the most enchanting 

A GLAMOROUS 
DATE ... 

Shamus Kerr (10) 
twirls his date, Maria 

Palmer (10) under the 
sparkling lights, hoping 

to make a good 
impression! 

PICTURE PERFECT 
SETTING... 

Kubasaki students go 
to American Village to 

take photos right 
before their 

Homecoming dance. 

12 
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The Homecoming King and 
Queen pose for the camera 
with their shiny crowns. CAR I HAVE THIS DAflCE? 

JROTC cadets 
execute evening 
colors for our 
Homecoming Football 
Game. This 
performance included 
all 50 state flags to 
represent the United 

The 
production also had 
the students stand in 
many formations to 
present the flags 
during the ceremony 
of the National 
Anthem. 

HOLD OH! LET'S TAKE A SELFIE 

FIRST LET ME TAKE A SELFIE! 
Taking a quick Snapchat Selfie before going to the dance, Tina Davis (11) and Andrea 

-LiedeUJ.l).add_someJ:eartS-fojLStyie! 

FRIENDLY DATE! 
Seniors Carolina Rivera 
and Noelle De La Cruz 
attended Homecoming 
2k 18 as the best of 
friends. 

How was your first year 
attending Homecoming 

and would you go again? 
"Very fun, exciting, and an 

awesome experience. I 
can't wait for next year." 

-PASEINCIA FLORES (9) 

"The best place to buy a dress is 
Fashion Nova because Cardi B said it, 

'Fashion Nova Baby!"1 

-MICHAELA MADEIROS (12) 

' Where is the best place to shop for a 
> ^ dress? 



What makes you so keen to fundraise and 
volunteer? 

"You only get one opportunity, so I try to 
get involved as much as I can with school 

to help make life better for future classes." 
...DELILAH GARCIA (12) 

u 

\ 
m 

"Volunteers are the only 
human beings on the face of 

the earth who reflect this 
nation's compassion, unselfish 
caring, patience, and just plain 

love towards one another." 

-Erma Baumbach 

HELPII' OUT 
Children are a very important part of our community. One of 
the best ways to reach out and help these kids is by 
celebrating holidays with them. With many of our Dragons 
helping, the National Honors Society organized an Easter Egg 
Hunt for all ages. This event created fun and exciting 
memories not only for the kids, but for our students as well. 
There were bouncy houses, baked goods, and many more 
great things at the once-in-a-lifetime egg hunt hosted by 
Kubasaki. 

People volunteer for many reasons. Some do it to help others, while some volunteer 

because it makes them feel good about themselves, and still others do it because it 
helps the community as a whole. 

14 
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Prideful Waves... 
Visibly excited, sophomore 
class president Christian 

Colorado (10) waves around 
the Kubasaki flag. 

Color Run Fun... 
The Kubasaki MCJROTC 

Program shared a smile at 
the finish line while 

volunteering at the MCCS 
Color Run! 

Buns, Burgers, and a 
Blast!... 

Always goofing around, Capt. 
Gipson & S gt Major Cook get 
ready for the BBQ celebrating 

Month of the Military Child. 

Volunteering makes students feel closer to 

their community whether it be helping out 

at thrift shops or for fundraising events at 

Kubasaki. Even with busy schedules, many 

students give up their time to help around 

Okinawa. 

LEND A HAND... 
From hosting 
fundraisers to 

traveling across the 
world, these Dragons 

know how to help their 
communities. 

. itf muiofjour -
f Miatilrt aofldwose (o De 
J lorc| tor food 

KUBASAKI 
MODEL 1 



What was your favorite part about Mess 
Night? 

"Seeing the battalion come together as a 
family in one night and having the time of 

their lives. Also drinking the grog was pretty 
fun, too." 

...YANNICK ASSILAMEHOU (10) 

16 
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-r HAPPY 243w BIRTHDAY  ̂

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

Cadets can enjoy the 
Drill Team 

performances, dances 
on stage, and the 

Company 
competitions 

.Ai 

urn NESS IISH1 

The real grog included the following; apple cider vinegar, oatmeal, tonic water, 
cranberry juice, aloe, chia seeds, and ginseng root oil. Colonel fish bones did not pass 
and is in his home in the JROTC building. 

l 
YANNICK ASSILAMEHOU 

"The Ball was amazing. It was the most 

fun I've had in awhile and was a good 

way for cadets to connect." 

JOHN GARCIA 

"This time, we took prior planning into 

account, which created a better 

performance compared to last year." 

Kubasaki's JROTC hosts it's annual JROTC Ball 

to celebrate the 243rd birthday of the United 

States Marine Corps. Cadets with formal 

attire attend this event to spend time 

throughout the evening with their fellow 

peers, dining, dancing, and most importantly, 

taking time to show their honor and respect to 

the United States Marine Corps. 

CAPTAIN GIPSON 

"I believe this Ball was astounding. We 

had improvements from last year. We 

always try to do better each year." 

The grog, a vile drink made of the most unthinkable and horrid 
ingredients. This drink is created to punish those who have been 
fined for their actions throughout the year. 



AMARA MITTON (10) 
"I think the perfect date is 
going to the beach in the 

evening or even going to the 
waterfalls all around 

Okinawa." 

"I just feel like I'm at that point to where 
food is enough to keep me happy. If 

we're being completely honest, my 
relationship with food is fifthteen years 

strong." -JAELYN FORBES (9) 

FOOD IS DETTER THAN PEOPLE 
dating food is that it 
ake me fat and give 
; a heart attack." 
TINA DAVIS (11) 

• • • 

OLIVIA GERTZ (9) 
"I feel like American Village 
would be a cute place for a 

date." 

YANNICK ASSILAMEHOU (10) 
"A really cute place for a 

date is probably the seawall 
or somewhere peaceful in 

general." 

There's always someone 
T for everyone.Some ma) 

' • „ \ have everything In 
pcfmmon and others ma) 

v. - N have no commonalities, 
but in the end they're there 

v . ^for each other no matter 
(v . . > s what. Realising :"is is wh) 

Colby LovelacyKI 1)ani: 

Abigail Irwin (10) are o r 
of KubasSki's most stab: 

. i : couples 

AFT 
...RELATIONSHIPS 

As we go through high school, 

each memory contributes to 

our story, and every 

relationship we create adds a 

piece to our own puzzle that is 

this life. At Kubasaki, our 

adorable couples are making 

memories one moment at a 

time. 

DATE NIGHT... 
Significant partners, Veronica Monroy (12) and Luke Moseley (12) enjoy a night out in 
town. 

"The memories are what 
count the most in 
relationships. My favorite 
memory was when we 
hung out and went to the 
Flo Rlda concert. It was 
really fun." 
...TABITHA MORENO (12) 

18 
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LISA VALDEZ (10) 

POT A RING OR IT 
What are some struggles you have doing a 

long distance relationship? 

"Some of the struggles we have is not 
being able to see each other. We make up 
for it though because we FaceTime a lot."" 
KEONTE CAINES CHLOE IBARRA (11) 

BEST WAY TO ASK 
SOMEONE OUT... 

"Using a paper airplane is 
the best way because it's 
cute." 
RALPH RIVERA (10) 

"Ask for their number and 
maybe they'll get the idea, 
then ask them out in 
person." 
QURAN RIVERS (9) 

"I feel like if someone 
brought me food or did like 
a little poster or something, 
that would be nice." 



IPG AUDI** 

IROM 2K19? 

Makaela Hennigan (11)... 
"I was excited to dance with 

all of my best friends for one 
last time." 

ALL ABOUT THE 
POSTER... Nothing is quite as 

nerve-wracking as asking that 
special someone to Prom. 

However, these Dragons did! 
After making a poster these 

students cherished the moment 
when she said yes! 

From Left to Rght: Audrey 
Kerr (11), Jonathan Hoppe 
(11), Victor Saavedra (11), 

Rachel Genevish (11), Willow 
Lewis (11), and Calah 

Thompson (11) 

DRAGON FIRE ON THE MIC... Austin 
Courdle (12) was hot on the mic 

during his quick beetboxing DANCING UIITH THE STARS 

"In my opinion, the best 
part about prom was 

dressing up and having an 
amazing time with people 
I'd consider to be a part of 

my family." 
...ISABEL UM (11) 

Piper Oliver (12)... 
"I was most excited to enjoy 
the whole dance! Last year I 
was busy working, but this 

time I danced a ton!" 

Sara Franks (11)... 
"Seeing everyone dressed up 

and having fun with one 
another was amazing! I loved 

it." 

.KUBASAKI PROM 2019 
Malia Lewis (11) was 

all laughs and smiles 
as she danced the 

night away with her 
special someone! 

...SPECIAL MOMENTS 

Damien Dorval (11) 
was on fire all night and 

proved to be the life of 
the party on and off of 

the dance floor at Prom 
this year! 

...FEELING THE FUN 

0*0 STARRY NIGHT... The 
*•«. Kubasaki 2019 PROM 
« * -couldn't have been better 

for our Dragons. Duringa 
night full of stars, songs, 

and special moments, our 
students had the best 

PROM yet! It was a night to 
remember with lots of fun, 

laughs, and music! Our 
seniors will carry the 

memories created for 
many years to come! 
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FRIENDS, PHOTOS, AND 
A FUN TIME... 
This year at the Kubasaki 
Prom, our Dragons 
laughed, partied, and 
danced the night away 
with friends! From formal 
photos before Prom to 
getting down on the 
dance floor with friends, 
everyone who attended 
was bound to have a good 
time! This year, Kubasaki 
put on the best Prom yet, 
and we are excited to see 
what is going to be in 
store at the dance next 
year! 

CROWNS N'IGOWNS 

Not only did we have 
professional photographers 
to take photos of our 
students, but we had our 
very own VidCom class 
students! With cameras in 
hand. Misa McGhee (12) 
photographed and 
recorded the dance so it 
can live on forever! 
...SNAPPING THE 
SHOTS 

How did it feel to win Prom Queen at your 
senior Prom? 

"I think the best part about it was just 
that I won with Oakley. I think it was a 

really sweet moment for us both." 
...LILI MANZI (12) 



. 

'̂ / : j£L V 
What do you enjoy most about Summer 
Vacation? 

"What I enjoy most about summer 
vacation is having more time to enjoy the 
things I wouldn't have time for during the 

school year." 
...ANYA ANDRADA (12) 

JROTC takes on 
Summer Leadership 

Training to learn how to 
become leaders, work 

together, and have fun. 
This training made for a 
fun 5 weeks of summer 

vacation! 

VENDING MACHINE MANIA! 

SPEND THOSE COINS... One of the first things you'll undoubtedly notice 
when arriving on Okinawa is the absurd amount of vending machines dotted 
throughout the landscape. Trying out all the different drinks is a must when getting 
accustomed to your new home! 

Okinawan Cuisine represents the "nuchigusui" philosophy-food as life's medicine. 
Their philosophy basically means eating good food is the best way to live your life! 

22 
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Hayden Williamson (12) 
The future D-l football star 
worked tirelessly to get in 

shape for the season. 

.Make the most of your 
summervacation! 

Jaylan Penney (12) Puts in 
his reps on the pulling 

machine to improve his 
biceps. 

Annika Rivera (12) improves 
her leg strength by doing squats, 
an essential element of any good 

workout. 

Traveling the world to scope out the best Hot Spots, 

Kubasaki students made the most of their summer 

vacation as they hung out with their friends and 

family. There are numerous sites and activities in 

Okinawa where adventure is awaiting. Okinawa 

creates memories that last forever and ever! The 

humid tropical climate makes eating a freeze pop 

while dipping into the ocean a must! 

The World's our 
stage! Kubasaki 

students travel the 

world seeking 
adventure! 



is the best spot in Okinawa for 
diving or snorkeling? 

A "As a scuba diver, the Keramas has 
everything that you could want to see 

underwater." 
-ANDREA LIEDEL (11) 

Where is the best place to 
hang out on Okinawa? 

- From Kokusai Street, a 
sunny balcony, or an 

excellent view. 
KUBASAKI STUDENTS 

SHARE THE BEST OF THE 
BEST! 

MIS PEACEFUL ISLMID 
No matter the time or the place, Okinawa is always the best 
location to experience Japanese culture. From spending your 
leisure time at American Village to feeling the sand squish in 
between your toes on Araha Beach, there are so many 
breathtaking places in Okinawa that you could never forget. 
Everyone has that favorite ramen restaurant, towering waterfall, or 
secluded beach. This is definitely one of the best places to 
experience action and adventure. Kubasaki Dragons sure do make 
the most of their time living in this tropical paradise. 

Living on Okinawa is life changing. This island makes you start to see the world from a 
different perspective. Not only do you see the beauties of this luscious island, but you 
see the different ways the locals interact with the Americans and other tourists. 

24 
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Rillrl 
TIA MCMILLAN (11) 

"Okinawa has been my home 
all my life and I enjoy the 
culture on this island." 

JEFFERY HORTON (12) 
"Family Mart is the best on 

island, don't @ me. Okinawan 
people are always so kind to 

us." 

ELIZABETH ROPER (9) 
"Being able to go to different 

places and discovering 
Okinawan culture is so 

fascinating." 

I Okinawa is one of the most exquisite islands in 

the world, even with the irregular weather 

schedule and island traffic. Okinawa is 

considered home to almost 1.5 million people, 

providing Kubasaki students with many activities 

and places to see all around the island. 

n there...done that! 

LIFE'S A BEACH! 
Kubasaki Students 
spend their leisure 
time at Okinawa's 

beaches. 



JUST GOOFING OFF 
We can tell Mr. Milanovich was 
in charge of the photobooth. as 
he puts on as many accessories 

as possible! 

ROARING WITH 
PRIDE... 

Our Kubasaki Dragons 
are known for our 

notorious spirit weeks. 
From Tacky Tourist to 
Gender Bender, they 

never fail to show school 
spirit! 

I feel that Kubi Fest was 
more planned than last 

year. This year there was 
more food and activities, 
which made for a better 

Kubi Fest. 

Yannick Assilamehou (10) and 
Colby Galbraith (11) play on each 

other's shoulders at KubiFest! SLIDING IN ACTION! 
..NOAH MORENO (10) 

PERFECT PALS 
Friends Tina Davis (11) and 

Thiago Facchini (10) pose for 
a photo while enjoying the 

Kubifest festivities! 

It's a day to have fun and 
express the inner child from 

within Calah Thompson (11) 
paints and tattoos her face to 
show spirit and excitement! 

BIG SMILES 
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OPENING UP WITH MELODIES... 
Our school choir treats us with the harmonies of their voice as they began Kubi Fest with 
the National Anthem along with a song they prepared! 

LISTEII TO THE LYRICS 

LET THE DRAGONS GO 
WILD... 
As we get closer to 
graduation and the end of 
our childhood, we forget 
how hard we've worked to 
get to this point. We've 
studied day in and day 
out, rarely having the 
chance to have some fun. 
Kubi Fest was a day 
where there was only one 
option: Have fun! Thanks 
to Student Council who 
made all of the activities 
at Kubi Fest fun and 
exciting. 

A 
What was your favorite part of 
Kubifest and why? 

"I liked the variety of different activities 
that were available and the food was 

great because it was free!" 
...JOHN GARCIA (12) 

Kubi Fest was a student 
produced event that was 
sponsored by our Student 
Council. They gave up their 
day to make sure every 
student had a fun time and 
delicious food. Samuel 
Williamson (11) made 
sure those snow cones 
tasted mouth watering! 
...WE LOVE THAT! 



pend money on according 
"To Melanie Verville(12) 
are fanny packs. You can 

always spot her around 
with a. fanny pack around 

her waist. 

BRANDI FORBES (10)... 
'Honestly, I'd probably spend 

$50 max on a gift for my 
friends." 

CHARITY ALBANES (10). 
"The most I'd spend on 
somebody for a gift is 
probably around $30." 

KEVIN DUDDLESTON (10)... 
"A gift for somebody special 

should be atleast in the 
$30-40 dollar range." 

LEFT: Waiting on 
customers like a pro, 

Anya Andrada(12) plus 
Tacos is the perfect 

combo. 
RIGHT: Those Cinnabon 
delights you love to eat 

at Taco Bell? You can 
thank Jasmin 

Martinez(12) for those. 

"I honestly did not know I 
was capable of winning and 

it was a great experience 
overall. I used the skills that 
I have to win this and it was 

quite exciting." 
...LILY LEOPOLD (10) There's talents people didn't 

know they had until they were 
put to the test at the pep rally. IN GALBRAITH (12) 

Discovering Talents... 
Kubasaki's students are 
sharing their talents with 
their school, from juggling 
markers and pens or even 
a soccer ball. Kenisha 
Barnes(11) says, "I didn't 
learn it, I've just always 
been double jointed." 
Having an interesting 
talent makes people 
different from their peers 
and also reveals a lot 
about them. When we all 
bring our interesting 
talents together, it can 
make hanging out much 
more enjoyable. 

The high school years are the first 

where students are legally allowed to 

work, and students at Kubasaki take 

full advantage. From working as 

lifeguards on base to waiting on 

customers at the nearest sushi Is this your only talent and how do you do 
it? restaurant, there are plenty of 

opportunities for us to earn a little 

coin on our off-days. It's a good lesson 

in money-management, and hopefully 

we learn how to save up and get ready 

for the oh-so-important years still to 

"I can do other cool tricks because my 
arms and fingers are very flexible. I just 

bend my fingers a little bit and voila!" 
-LILLIAN OBOZA (9) 

come. 
" I saw Mr.Pitt talking about 
stacking up golf balls, so I 
thought I'd like to try it, 
too." 
- CONNOR PAGE (11) 

When Timothy Washington (9) thinks of pretzels, he doesn't think of the food. He thinks 
about how lie can make himself a human pretzel! __ __ 



DONT TOUCH MY FRIEND 
It's always fun having a best 
friend with a similar name 

like Marissa Corn (11) and 
Arisa Manuel (11). 

PLEASE EXPRESSO 
YOURSELF 

There's nothing quite like 
enjoying a carton of milk 

with Indiana Glover (9) and 
Simon Eldredge (9) 

STICKING TOGETHER 
School is always so 

much better with friends, 
and these boys really 

know how to make the 
most of their time at 

school. From just walking 
to classes together or 

hanging out after school, 
they know how to have 

fun. 

FAMILY OF FRIENDS 
These juniors 

display their school 
pride as they pose 

to show off their 
green out for the 
winter pep rally. 

...JUST US GIRLS 

Enjoying their trip to 
Iwakuni, Chante 

Broomes(11), Lana 
Cowley(11), Liliana 

Manzi(12), and 
Carolina Rivera(12) 
smile for the camera. 

...GIRLS TRIP! 

What is it like to have a sibling in the 
same class as you? 

"Being in a class with my sister sucks, 
but it's so much fun making fun of her 

in class." 
IAN DAVIS (10) 
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IT'S A GIRL THING... 
Being so close in age makes it easier to talk about boys and gossip. It's fun to have 

siblings to be close with as time goes on to help you through thick and thin!" Jaelyn 
Forbes (9) says of older sister Brandi Forbes (11) 

Known for their prestigious 
wrestling skills. Victor (11) 
and Ruben (10) 
Saavedra take a moment 
to enjoy the beauty of 
nature at one of Okinawa's 
many waterfalls. It allows 
the brothers to reflect and 
have a rare moment of 
quiet off the 
mats. ...MORE THAN 
JUST BROTHERS 



Jianna Vasquez (11) 
whips up an 
amazing dish in 
Culinary Arts class. 
Using her subtle 
knowledge, she is 
able to preform her 
activity in a quick 
manner. Students 
in Culinary Arts are 
able to share their 
newfound talents 
with the student 
body throughout the 
year with bake 
sales, holiday 
tasters, and in the 
annual Iron Dragon 
competition. 

While some students look at academics and 

yawn, here at Kubasaki, our Dragons are 

always ready to learn new things! Whether a 

new equation in math or poetry in English, 

our academic departments set the bar for all 

schools across the Pacific! With profound 

knowledge and help from staff and peers, 

our Dragons use their knowledge to better 

the world around them, one day at a time! 

PIECE OF CAKE! 

ACADEMICS 

f ' W/mmm 
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BRAINIACS... 
With the smell of 

formaldehyde lingering in 
the air, anatomy student 

Victoria Randall (11), is 
excited to learfr about the 

brain as shefchopsitup 
,, , into little pieces. She 

fearlessly goes in, not 
worrying about the strong 
smell or the gooey texture 

as Giana Bennett (12) 
watches. 

• • • 
The ability to think critically and interact with others is crucial to every 

subject. Science incorporates both of these skills and allows students to 

regularly exercise them on a daily basis. With scientific technology and 

products surrounding us, the importance of these skills increase and the 

need tor students to be fluent in the language of science becomes a 

necessity. Starting from a young age, students are encouraged to establish 

these skills and the Kubasaki science program enriches them and offers an 

abundance of resources for students to succeed and enjoy learning. 
HEARTS.. Figuring out the difference 

between the right atria and the left ventricle, la 
Davis (10) and Janelle Layug (11) identifythi 
parts to Ms. Nelson. They dissect pig hearts to 
get a true hands-on experience. 
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he modern world that we live in revolves around 

science. Think about it. Almost everything we do 

has been affected by the advancement of 

science in one way or another. Our lives are filled 

with inventions and gadgets that would not have 

been possible without the strenuous work put in 

by scientists throughout time. The effort put in by 

us in our science classes have perhaps the 

biggest implications for where we are going as a 

species, and Kubi students savor every moment. 

£ 
IAN DAVIS (10) 

Q: Why are you so passionate 
about science at a young age? 

A: "I've always liked science, I 
think it's interesting to learn why 
things happen the way they do." 

ANTHONY CALBOUGH (11) 
Q: What do you like most about science? 

A: "The mystery behind it, and how certain 
things happen and why they happen. In 

science, you can learn why the world is the 
way it is and more!" 

There is a Far East event for 

almost every subject and sport. 

F.E. Stem helps you learn more 

about science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics. 

This program helps you prepare 

for future classes and could 

potentially determine your career. 

...FINDING OUR FUTURE 

KYLA WASHINGTON (12) 
Q: How does science help and 
challenge you? 

A: "Science challenges me because 
depending on what science it is there 
can be math involved and I am not the 
best at math, but it helps me to 
understand how things work and why 
they work the way they do." 



Showing their 
favorite novels 
read in English. 

in Mr. West's 9th grade 
Honors ELA class. 

Kubasaki offers an array 
of both Honors and AP 

level classes for students 
who want to push 

themselves academically 
as they prepare tor 

College, Career, and Life. 

DO YOUR DUTY 
Answering reading 

questions for the novel 
"To Kill A Mockingbird" 
Austin Carpenter (9) 

learns all about morality 

...Mr.Pitt 

"If you were able to add 
a literary work to the 
curriculum, what would 
it be and why? "Catcher In 
The Rye because the main 
character is like most 
students at Kubasaki." 

...Mr. Coia 
What are the most 

important stories in 
literature today? "Black 
Arrow or The Moonstone 

because both are excellent 
stories." 

OBJECTION... Questioning Evelyn Buenaventura(9) 
during a mock trial of To Kill A Mockingbird, Gavin 
Depue (9) shows he has an elegant control of 
language similar to Atticus Finch. 
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WRITE IT ALL OUT! 
Jhe Kubasaki Language Arts Department guide 

our students to become creative writers and 

analytical thinkers. Mrs.Lundberg teaches her 

students to "Think critically and to present their 

ideas clearly." Our English instructors work as a 

team to accomplish their goals for students. 

Hoping to make literature a more prevalent part 

of our lives, the language arts teachers 

encourage us to improve our skills in reading, 

writing, speaking and listening. 

Q: What project was the most 
challenging this year? 

A: "I think the Enders Game 

Newspaper Project was the most 

challenging because we needed to 

know how to create a newspaper 

and understand the book." 

...JOCELYN POWELL (9) 

JULIA LIVINGSTON (12)... 
Q: How has language arts 
helped your high school 
experience? 
A: "Although my packed 
highschool schedule doesn't 
always give me free time to read 
outside of school, my Language 
Arts classes have allowed me to 
revisit my joy of literature." 

ALYSSA GREEN (9)... 
Q: What makes 
language arts 

interesting to you? 
A: "Mrs.Lundberg finds a way 

to make it interesting and 
interactive. This helps us 

understand it in a different 
way with new ideas." 

& 
LUKA JOHNSON (11)... 
Q: What literary work 

has been your favorite 
to study in school? 

A: "Walden Works because it 
taught me a different 
perspective on life." 
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MAKING HISTORY 
Ieachers' influences on their students are a 

major part of the learning experience. Although 

students may not remember every document 

or time period they learn in their history class, 

they'll always remember the experience they 

had with their teacher and the values that they 

were taught. 

MASTER HISTORIAN... 
In order to be a teacher 
at Kubasaki and in the 
DODEA system in general, 
you have to be among the 
best in your field. Ms. 
White is no exception. All 
of our History teachers 
have been trained in 
history, as well as many of 
the other social sciences. 
But Ms White has a great 
feel for how students 
want to learn. She has Q 
control of the classroom's 

tion from start to 
ish, making her one of 

CALAH THOMPSON (11) 
"I like to learn about what 

used to go on or how 
things were ended or 

resolved throughout the 
ongoing years." 

ANYA ANDRADA (12) 
"Being a part of a history 
class makes me feel like 
I'm aware of what's going 
on and what was going 

on years back." 

Planning to use the lessons he learned in A.P 

US History class on his travels around the 

world, Colin Lundberg (11) points to where he 

would like to visit one day. 

...THE WORLD IS OUR OYSTER 

CREATIVE MASTERMINDS... 
Presenting their 3D model of a WWI 
Trench Warfare project in Mrs. 
Herrera's 10th grade Global Studies 
class. Ivy Alconaba, Ian Davis, 
and Corvez Arnold learn about 
how "The Great War" was fought 
and why it was so devastating. 

AN IN-DEPTH REVIEW... With an 
assortment of graphs and tables, 
Violah Nabatanzi (9), went above 
and beyond the call of duty with her 
project. 

MAGGIE CORBETT (9) 
"History is something 

everyone should know so 
it doesn't repeat itself 

over again. We need to 
learn from their 

mistakes." 



sometime; 
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Mr. Eastman, what math 
formula do you use the 
most in your day-to-day 

life? 
"I think rate of change is the 
math formula I use most. It 

can be used for any thing from 
finances to family life." 

Ms. Erwin-Harding, what made 
you want to be a math teacher? 
I was in the army for 15 years and 

while I was there they had me get my 
industrial engineering and statistics 

degrees. After my kids grew up, I saw 
teaching as a fun way to help others 

through the use of my degrees." 

Mrs. Burfeind, what is 
the most puzzling 
concept in math? 

"Gaussian Elimination. It 
is one of the hardest 

things to understand, but 
once you get it you're 

golden." 

fields require at least a working knowledge of 

how numbers work, so understanding these 

concepts can save you a lot of trouble later in 

life. It may be difficult now, but if you work 

hard you'll learn to love and appreciate it! 

TECHNOLOGICAL WIZARD... 
Although the new "Smartboards" 
took a while to get accustomed too, 
Ms. Vinson slowly but surely 
learned the techniques and used 
them to her advantage. 

SHAPING THE WAY... Understanding 
the ins and outs of mathematical 
equations can be tiring work, but Mrs. 
Burfeind sure does earn her paycheck 
by making sure Brandi Smith (12) 
understands the material. 

every need students may have. 

SOLVING PROBLEMS 

Being one of the more loose and outgoing 

teachers is what makes Ms. Vinson a 

favorite amongst many students, 

evidenced by the antics that go on in her 

classroom year-round. 
MAKING LESSONS FUN... 

It's no secret that math can be quite difficult 

sometimes. But with the help of our amazing staff 

at Kubasaki that have been trained to be expert 

mathematicians, students can learn to put it all 

together whether they're learning basic Algebra or 

College level Calculus. Each student has their own 

way of learning and Kubasaki's close-knit group of 

Math teachers strive to accommodate each and 

To many, Math can feel like an unending slog, 

but in reality it is one of if not the most 

important subjects. So many crucial career 

WHAT AN 
EXPLANATION! 
Detailed instruction 
and explanation is a 
huge part of r 
in any subject. It takes 
dedication and focus 
to stay on top of > 

Organization, i 
unless you're luckv***"* 
and happen to know 
everything about 
everything. After 
careful listening and 
precise notes, math 

|e easy and 
:ven fun. 

can be m 



WORKING TOWARDS A 

Participating 
educatioi 

purposes and benefits, 
one of which is self-

determinatioj^W/ith the 
» coaches, teachers, and , 
peers constantly pushing 

one another to do their 
best, P.E. students are 

able to exceed many 
personal records in areas 

such as running and 
weight lifting. By setting 

up goals for themselves to 
accomplish, these 

dragons get mentally and 
physically stronger 

everyday, as well as 
—prepare themsclwa far— 

life beyond high school. 

With the exhausting mile 
run, these boys push 
through to the finish, 
fighting through pain and 
sweat. By learning 
endurance and time 
management, the 
Kubasaki Dragons are 
able to stay fit and 
workout daily. 

....ONE STEP AT A TIME 

THE BIG STRETCH.... 
After a quick run to start the class, these freshmen 
come back to stretch out all their aching muscles. 
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ith the many activities that students engage in 

physical education classes, one of the more 

recent additions is that of weight lifting. Going 

to the weight room helps students to push 

themselves past their limits and do things that 

they did not know they were capable of. This 

teaches them to stay physically fit, and being 

able to use the equipment will benefit them in 

the long run, where you'll have no one but 

yourself to motivate. 

While many students work hard every 
class in PE, some special dragons have 
PE everyday and do everything twice! 
From running the mile 2 days in a row 
to doing double the exercises as 
everyone else, students like Joseph 
Notley (9) show us that it's possible. 
DOUBLE THETROUBLE 

Cruz Vega (9) 
"P.E. helps keep me in 

shape for baseball because 
if I'm not taking care of 

myself outside of baseball I 
won't preform well." 

Cassadi Castillo (9) 
"My favorite part about 

P.E. is when the guys are 
in the weightroom and 

the girls are playing 
basketball." 

Serenity Stephens (9) 
"I think my favorite 

activity that we do in P.E. 
is weightlifting (it helps 
me work towards my 

personal goals)." 



FRENCH HORN FUN... During band 
rehearsal. Bailey Chavez (10). 
makes sure he knows the notes on 
the page like the back of his hand. 

TOOTING THE FLUTE... Concentrating 
carefully on her music, Tristyn Stone 
(11) plays her flute gently and 
harmoniously during band rehearsals, 
just before the big pep rally. 

Kubasaki Drama Club keeps the 
audience entertained during their 

performance of "8 l/l/ays 
Pokemon Go Can Ruin Your Life." 

...STAYING IN CHARACTER 

Perfect Piece... Feeling 
accomplished, Rachel 

Genevish (11) shows off 
her freshly painted 

artwork. 

LISTER TO YOUR Ail 
The fine art classes offered at Kubasaki not 

only allow our Dragons to express themselves 

artiscally, but also give us opportunities to 

meet people who share similar passions. 

These students all have something in 

common, whether they aspire to be the next 

Leonardo Da Vinci or Dicaprio. Kubasaki is 

where they start honing their skills, as they 

inch ever closer towards greatness. 

• • • 

• • • 
Art comes in many different forms, and Kubasaki allows students 

to show off their talents in a wide array of specialized classes. 

Whether it's playing a harmonious composition on a musical 

instrument, acting as part of a talented cast in a beloved drama, 

singing a duet that puts Usher and Alicia Keys to shame, or even 

painting a drawing akin to Van Gogh, the students will always have 

a safe place to reveal their talents. It helps calm them down and 

eases stress, giving a sense of relief. It's an environment where it s 

easy to unleash the beauty of art. Whether you're an amateur or 

not, Kubasaki its always a fun place to relax and unleash your inner 

artist. 
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It's All Me... Flaunting 
her self-designed jean 

jacket, Calah Thompson 
(11) shows that you can 

use your own style to 
spice up your wardrobe. 

Moving Mountains... 
Proudly showing off her 

beautiful mountain 
landscape, Misato Takagi 

(12) shows the world 
that Kubasaki has highly 

talented artists. 



WELCOME TO KUBASAKI! 
Before starting the tour of our 
school, two Nahanishi students 
embrace each other with 
excitement as they prepare to meet 
their guides! 

LOOKING FORWARD, LAUGHING 
BACK! 
During the tour of Kubasaki, guide 
Jaeson Espina (10) walks with his 
Japanese guest, as she laughs back at 
one of her friends! 

CULTURE ON CAMPOS 
IIere at Kubasaki, it's tradition to get in touch 

"with our Japanese counterparts and show our 

host nation some Dragon Pride! Not only do 

our guests from Nahanishi High School get to 

explore our school, but it also gives them a 

taste of American culture! Our Dragons love 

making friends with our visitors, and we look 

forward to seeing them next year! 

"I was willing to show around the Japanese 

guests because I wanted them to see how 

our school compares to their own schools 

that they are used to attending. " 

...HANA MOORE (11) 

LET S PLAY LANGUAGE! 
There are manv different 

SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT... 
As the French class crack 
the eggs and pour the 
flour, their taste buds 
salivate and their mouths 
starts to water. Crepes 
are one of the most 
popular french pastries, 
so naturally it makes 
sense to make them in 
French class. Chef 
Vanderbloemen and Mr. 
Campbell collaborate to 
make crepes with the 
culinary and french 
classes. 

• • • 
The beauty of language lies within the way words build 
connections between people, places, and ideas all over the 
world. The language we speak is a small piece of us that we 
share with all those we meet, near and far. From Japanese to 
French, the Kubasaki Foreign Language department helps 
students prepare for college, future careers, and life by 
bringing new cultures and outlooks into the classroom. 
"Learning a foreign language is useful for when you travel," 
Spanish student Ashlyn Auclair (10) said. "Many jobs want 
bilingual people, so learning a new language can help you 
with your future career." Kubasaki Foreign Language 
department gives all students a starting point for their future. 

MRS. WOOTTON... 
"It's fun to share language, 
culture, and grammar with 
my students. It's a gateway 
to experiences one wouldn't 

have otherwise." 
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MR. TOOR... 
"I love teaching Japanese 

because we live in 
Japan, so this language 

is relevant to their 
everyday lives." 

MRS.MENENDEZ... 
"I love languages and I love 
learning the language. I also 

love when I get to teach 
other students about it 

because it is always an open 

door." 



The future is all about 
trying new things. It helps 
structure your personality 

and the person you'll 
become. Being the prime 

example of that, senior 
Skyler Klimek(12) 

tutors fourth and fifth 
graders with their 

^challenging school work 
He says, "This class gives 
me a better understand 

of the workforce and what 
it's like to be an adult." 

TRYING SOMETHING 
NEW... 

Finding ways to have fun, our Dragon 

JROTC students make a colorful mess 

as they volunteer to run the 6th annual 

5k color blast at Toril Station. 

...A SPLASH OF FUN 

he Kubasaki Culinary class is always 
ready to bring on the heat! Whether 
it's dicing onions or baking our 
favorite goods, our Dragon chefs 
know exactly what to do and how to 
do it. Not only is cooking fun, but it 
prepares students for success in the 
real world. It prepares you for jobs, 
college life, and caring for a family. 
Learning to cook is a small skill that 
helps out in life, and our Dragon 
chefs got it! 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! 
Vid-com students Nicholas Patton (10), Noah 
Vasquez (10), Kyle Sar (10), and Ashton 
Madeiros (10) are making magic behind the 
camera for the Kubasaki News Broadcast! 

WINE & DINE... 
Excited to taste the 

chefs-to-be's food, Mrs. 
Lundberg poses for the 
camera with a glass in 

her hand. 
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BATTER UP... 
"Our culinary class not 
only teach us different 

cooking techniques, but 
also teaches us cool 

ways to flip food," 
exclaims Lucas Kappen 

(11). 

EAGER EATER... 
Putting his advanced 

culinary skills to the test, 
James Carpenter (11) 
turns plain crepes into a 
beautiful dish filled with 

fresh fruit. 



Speaking in front of a crowd can 

be quite terrifying, but clubs like 

Student Council unquestionably 

take you out of your shell and 

make you more confident than 

ever." Certainly Christian 

Colorado (10) knows the 

feeling. 

...SPEAKING OUT LOUD 

SOMETHING STEM... 
Out of all the students 

who created an 
experiement and 

applied to attend, only 
a handfull got to go to 

JSHS science fair to 
show off their 

experiement to earn a 
chance to get to 

Regionals in the states. 

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
C\ Wh W U KJ 

Kubasaki offers a variety of clubs and organizations 

that help students pursue their future careers and 

interests. It is remarkable how dedicated and hard

working these Dragons can be. Achieving the most 

diffcult of undertakings unites our school and 

community around a desire to grow in, and out, of the 

classroom. Fortunately, the best of the best never 

disappoint to impress. 



FINALLY DID IT... The NHS Ceremony 
is a culminating moment for those 

looking to be part of the elite group 
known for creating some of the best 

people Kubasaki has to offer. 

National Junior Honor Society 

The National Honor Society is a "Student led 
organization and our chapter allows students to 

maintain a GPA of 3.5 and take rigourous course work," 
says Mrs. Lundberg, the NHS advisor. 

This program helps recognize outstanding students. 

NHS helps with many academic activities such as 
tutoring and assisting other clubs. NHS nudges our 

Kubasaki Dragons to reach their academic potential. 
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NHS HOSTS AN EGG 

HUNT! 
Kubasaki's students are 

hopping into Spring with an 

Easter Egg Hunt! Dressing 

as the Easter Bunny was 

obviously Jacob 

Dominguez's (10) calling. 

"My favorite moment of the 

day was when a four-year 

old boy found the golden egg 

prize.' Piper OI!ver(12) 

• • • 

Putting in the seemingly 
unending man-hours in order to become a part of the 
illustrious NHS club can be daunting, but Angelina 
Burrows (11) and Katherine Delapena (11) answer 
the call, taking a quick picture to capture the moment 
after finishing up their NJHS volunteer event. 

Getting in our STEM mode • • • 

The Junior Science and Humanities Symposium is a 
organization designed to allow students to show off their 
STEM skills. This is a outstanding program for future 
plans involving career fields that help the community. 

Dragons show off their ideas in competing in numerous 

competitions, including a trip to Tokyo. "JSHS has 
allowed me to spend time invested in a topic I'm 
interested in on a more official level," says Nancy 
Gutzwiller(IO). 

MAKING A POINT... JSHS members 
are invited to the Okinawa Churaumi 
Aquarium to give presentations that 
surprise many viewers with their 
originality and professionalism. 

UNIQUE PRESENTATION.... Displaying his somewhat 
unique project on "The Effects of Font on Memorization" 

at the JSHS competition, Shanon Hyde (11) tries to 
convince the judges that his work met the criteria and 

should seriously be considered for an award. Although 
he was unsuccessful in this venture, his determined style 
and sense of humor definitiy gave the panel something to 

think about. 

JSHS SAVES THE 

SEA! 
Students engage in a beach 

clean up at Kadena Marina 

organized by Makaela 

Hennigan(11). Overall they 

collected 399.10 lbs. of 

trash. "I felt the need to help 

clean up the mess humanity 

has made and the best way 

to do that was through 

creating my own beach 

clean up," explains 

Makaela. 



RACKING UP THE 

KUBASAKI 
MODEL I 

POSTED UP IN PAIRS... These students (Left to 
Right) Delilah Garcia (12), Luka Johnson (11). 
Winona West (10), Enrique Castro (11), Isabel 
Um (11), and Sydney Basford (12) are paired up 
to ensure a good balance between debates. 

Leading the World I I I  I I11 
Model United Nations • • • 

Model United Nations is a competitive club aimed at giving students a chance to 
practice skills in public speaking, debating, and writing in order to become delegates for 
Kubasaki at the highly esteemed MUN debates in Singapore and Taiwan. Our Dragons 
worked diligently and prepared for countless hours, which, along with help from Mr. 
Coia, netted numerous awards in the competitions against other schools from around 
the globe. 

DRINK BEFORE YOU DEBATE... In order to 
afford their trip to Singapore to debate other 
schools from around DODEA, the MUN Club 
starts up a drink bar at Kadena High School. It 
was obviously a success, as the trip went right 
along as scheduled. 

Dragons knocked it our of the park 
at their Singapore debate, with 
almost every member of the team 
earning an award. The Kubasaki 
MUN Club is a force to be reckoned 
with in the courtroom! 

"Model United Nations aims 

to prepare students for 

public speaking and 

debates. Their 

competitions are designed 

for future leaders with 

teachers participating." 

...RONALD COIA 
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HEART OF THE CITY... Master Debaters are 

humans too, so why wouldn't they take a selfie! 

Kubasaki's 
debaters didn't 

mess around, 
as they caused 
quite a stir with 

their formal 
attire. 

...DRESSED TO 

The Model UN 
Team stops for 
some sight 
seeing while on 
their trip to 
Singapore. 
...CHECK OUT 
THE CULTURE! 

OF STONE ... The team takes a moment to 
appreciate the remarkable architecture seen all throughout 

Singapore. 

LIGHTING UP THE NIGHT... The florescent light 
emitting from the Garden Rhapsody gives the whole 

environment an alien-like atmosphere that some may 
find eerie, but it did not startle the MUN Club one bit. It 

was an experience none of them are likely to forget 
anytime soon, and a welcome departure from the 

exciting yet stressful debate halls. 

THE GREAT DEBATE 

The Model United 

Nations Club had the 

unique opportunity to 

travel to Singapore, as 

well as Taiwan, two of 

the less frequented 

venues for a "Far East" 

and international 

events, and they made 

sure to leave their 

mark, winning a 

plethora of awards. 

0 
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TECHNICAL WIZARDS... The Cyber 
Patriots ensure our servers are kept 
safe through countless hours of 
scouring over software. 

• • • Protecting our Virtual World 

PATRIOTS 

COMPUTER GAMING... Students take 
Mr. Fick's Gaming class to learn the 
intricacies of video-game production as 
they yearn to work for CD Project Red, 
Bethesda, or other developers. 

GAMING 
It's so much more than just a Game! • • • 

Our technologically gifted Dragons take time out of their 

busy schedules to take part in the CyberPatriot program. 
They learn new techniques for software that leads them 

towards professions that involve cyber-security, 

mathematics, engineering, technology, and science. 

These tech wunderkids work hard and compete in 
competitions not only to win, but to also keep our online 
servers safe and secure. 

Gaming has connected people worldwide unlike any 
other medium. It's a chance to escape reality and feel 
immersed in a world you could never experience in real 
life. Through either the Dungeons and Dragons club 

after school hours or the Gaming classes taught by Mr. 
Fick, Kubasaki embraces what has truly become an art 
in these modern times. Who knows? Kubasaki may very 
well field some of the best game designers of the future! 
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"I have learned various 
linu commands and 
scripts and I've also 
learned numerous 
security defenses." 

-Eugene McCary (9) 

"A lot of employers in 
cyber security fields look 

for this type of stuff in 
your job application, 

therefore it will help me 
become a network 

penetration tester." -
Adrian Alcozar (10) 

• • • 

NOT GETTING HACKED TODAY... Not only are the 
Cyber Patriots learning, but they're improving their skills 
to increase their ever-expanding knowledge of 
technology. In the coming years, they will be the face of 
the modern world. They might be the first to make flying 
cars or even holographic vastum calls. It won't be easy, 
but the help of the Cybor Patriot program will only 
encourage them, and with hard work and determination 
maybe they're working with a future business partner! 

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS... Ms. Lowry put together a 
club for our Dragons to enjoy right after the final school 

bell in the IC. Being able to relax without having to worry 
about completing their homework, these students 
spend their free time playing a board game called 

Dungeons and Dragons, a role-playing experience that 
allows them the freedom to create impossible scenarios 

only achievable in the realm of fantasy! 

BONDING ON THE 
BATTLEFIELD... 

Even with the 

sometimes gruesome 

situations that 

undoubtedly come up 

while playing the 

game, these Dragons 

know it's all about 

having fun and making 

lifelong friends. 



FUTURE LEADERS... Dellllah Garcia (12). Marlsa 
Corn (11), and Piper Oliver (12) choose to dedicate 

much of their time to help organize events for the 
student body, showing they'll do whatever it takes to 
keep the Dragons happy, a trait that will surely come 

in handy should they run for office someday! 

Council 
• • • Meet the Dragons behind the fun events! 
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KUBI Kubasaki's Student 
Council put together Kubifest for our 

students to enjoy. They volunteer 
their service so we are able to enjoy 

some shaved ice, delicious cotton 
candy, and stunning setting. 

The pep rallies that 
awaken our Dragons from their slumber 

and start off their days are set up 
thanks to our Student Council 

members, keeping the Dragon faithful 
involved, engaged, and full of school 

nriHp 

"Student Council is an 

important part of the 

school culture. I love 

spending time with 

the officers and 

guiding them 

throughout the year!" 

...MRS. WHITE 

WHAT DO THEY DO? 

Student Council 

members work 

together to provide our 

Dragon family with 

outstanding pep rallies 

and exciting spirit 

weeks, along with 

amazing dances. They 

organize activities to 

keep our Dragons 

active and engaged. 

"Being 
Executive 
President, 
made my senior 
year feel 
accomplished!" 
...DELILAH 
GARCIA (12) 

... DOGS.. • It's one thing to be the Class President, but it's a 
completely different beast as an executive. These studs take charge of 

not only their own grades, but all of ours as well! 

"Being Senior Class 
President meant I 
was always doing 
something and it 

felt amazing to help 
the other seniors." 

...PIPER 
OLIVER (12) 

SENIORS CITIZENS... Hoping to make an impression 
their college application. Piper Oliver (12) and Carolina Rivera (12). 
enlist as the spokespeople for the senior class. 



TAKING CHARGE... Producing a 
yearbook is very complex. That's why 
it's important to have people who are 

responsible and can take care of their 
own business while you work on yours. 

COOPERATION... Choir isn't just 
about one person being able to sing. 
Every single choir member has to work 
with one another to harmonize and 
create the best possible sound. 

Pages In Production The Voice of Kubasaki 
A Different Point of View iui..^u :• <k« • i n< luioni/in/i Music is the Universal Language of Mankind 

Making a yearbook is easier said than done. It's not 
only about capturing the winning touchdown, but it's 
about writing the feature story that gives students a 
voice. It takes time, devotion, hard work, and 
discipline to complete each part that makes up the 
whole. You get to learn about the people who you 

see wandering around the school through the photos 
we take and the interviews we conduct. Jonathan 
Hoppe (11), the Editor-in-Chief says, "No matter how 
stressful the situation may seem, you always have a 
staff member there to back you up." This is more than 
just a class. It's a once in a lifetime opportunity. 

Music is one of the most beautiful ways to 
communicate emotion and meaning. It is the way 
people express themselves through either an 
instrument or, as in this case, their voice. The 
Kubasaki Choir is filled with singers who use their 

vocals to express themselves through song. The 
Kubasaki choir has become one of the biggest pieces in 
Kubasaki's puzzle. Jasmine Welsh (9), a freshmen in 
the Kubasaki Choir says, "I never thought I could have 
this much fun in a class, but Choir proved me wrong!" 

GRACE 

CHARKOWSKI.. 

"My favorite musical 

artist is Billie Eilish 

because her relatable 

lyrics are emotionally 

filled and they help 

connect to the things 

that people struggle 

with every day." 

• • • 
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ALEX MATTER... 

"Yearbook is a lot 

harder than it looks. 

There are many parts 

to it, like taking photos 

and writing captions, 

as well as interviewing 

people. I enjoy it 

because it's new and it 

puts me out of my 

comfort zone." 

• • • 

BEHIND THE VOICE... When people hear the word 
"choir" their minds immediately go to singing. They 

think of the performances that they've seen by choir 
members in the past and how genuinely moved they 
were by them, but they sometimes don't realize the 

effort that goes into those performances.The choir is 
constantly practicing and honing their singing abilities 

to represent this school in the best way possible. 



GLITTER WITH GOLD. DOVUH THE CAUGHT IN THE CROSSHAIRS... During 
competition, Rifle Team members Matthew 
Mulherin (10) and Logan Gallardo (10) 
get into proper prone position as they 
prepare to compete. Pellet after pellet, and 
shot after shot, our Dragons strive for 
greatness at their 2019 Far East Rifle Meet! 

_ —" O 
competition and plenty of rounds, 
our Dragons ready themselves for 
the award presentations. Although 
they did not win first place, we know 
that next year, our sharpshooters 
will get a bulls-eye at Far East! 

"/ think the thing that 

makes Rifle Team stand out 

is that for competitors, it is 

a leveled playing field, and 

physical qualities don't 

matter. What matters is the 

ability to focus and 

concentrate on the target." 

...CAPTAIN GIBSON 

Staying in Step! 
The Kubasaki Drill Team • • • 

VINCENT FABABIER (11) - I 
loved being a part of this team 
because it taught me life-long 
lessons like respect, discipline, 
leadership, and the ability to never 
give up!" 

"It was fun 
shooting because 

we had a good 
team and I 

enjoyed hitting 
the targets!" 
...LOGAN 

GALLARDO 

LOCK AND LOAD... Getting ready to shoot 
downrange at the 2019 Far East Rifle Meet, Logan Gallardo 
(10) steadies his breathing in order to improve his accuracy. 

"Rifle team was 
such a good 
experience. I made 
new friends and 
improved my 
shooting 
skills." ..JAMES 
BUSH (12) 

^ TEAM... Back Row (L-R): Jacob Notley 
(11), Matthew Mulherin (10), James Bush (12) - Front Row: 

Connor Sekelsky (12), Logan Gallardo (10), Cadence Wahl (9) 
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This year was one to 
remember for the Kubasaki MCJROTC Rifle Team! Our shooters 

nailed every competition they competed in, with the whole 
team crushing their own personal records and improving 

across the board! Our Dragon's dedication, self discipline, and 
desire to take home the gold shined this year! Although the) 

did not take first overall at their Far East meet, the Rifle team 
made memories that last a lifetime with friends, family, <inlJ 

fellow marksmen in the Pacific 

ROLLIN' WITH THE RIFLE TEAM: 

DRILL LIKE A 
DRAGON 

With every left-right-

left, and every salute 

they give, the Drill 

Team dominates the 

competition at the 

2018 Far East Meet, 

taking first place in 

Unarmed Regulation 

along with many other 

awards! 



TRUST ISSUES... Members of the S2S meet after 
school to not only talk about the new students who will 

potentially come in, but to participate in group activities 
that help build trustworthiness, loyalty, thoughtfulness. 

and responsibility; all of which are needed to help 
incoming students. 

WHAT IS IT? 
Wood Working club is a 

place where you can allow 
your creativity to take 

control. It is an environment 
to work on school projects, 

or even a design of your own 
choice. They provide the 

tools. You bring the material. 
And if you need help on how 
to use a specific tool or need 
some advise, Mr. Thomas is 

more than willing to help. 
"The best thing about the 

Wood Working club is seeing 
students make things that 
have a purpose with skills 

they never thought 
possible," says Thomas. 

GROUP MEETING... Whenever the S2S club 
meets, they talk about the upcoming events 
they expect to be a part of. It is important that 
they stay on top of their game, as new students 
PCS and transfer to Kubasaki throughout the 
school year. 

ALL GIGGLES... To be a member 
of S2S, you have to be 
approachable and have a good 
sense of humor as it can help 
alleviate any tensions a new student 
could be feeling. 

W(OOD)N'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW?... Getting opinions from 
your peers is a must if you want to create a true masterpiece, as 
Adrian Misenhimer (9) lets his peers know the exact 
measurements needed to complete his project. 
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"/ want t he new 
students to feet 

more 
comfortable 

coming into a 
new school.." 

...ALICIA 
RUFFIN (11) 

"I decided to join S2S to help 

new students feel comfortable 

in a new school and 

environment. Being someone 

who moves to different schools 

constantly, I know how it feels 

to have to find new friends and 

adjust." 
...GIANNA BENNETT (12) 

STUDENT 2 STUDENT... standing <L-R) xochiti i 
Espinoza, Jaidah Davis, Nala Gardner, Gianna Bennett, Gracie 
McMahon, Sarah Cloer, Alicia Ruffin, Mrs. Guzman - Sitting (L-R) 
Angela Hatanaka, Jalyn Foster 

"I joined to 
make someone 
have the best 

first day, 
because it;'s 
scary being 

new." 
...XOCHITL 

ESPINOZA (11) 

A 
TAKE A STROLL ... Known to be one of the most 
outgoing persons in the school, Xochitl Espinoza (11) is a 

perfect candidate to show Elizabeth Van Ness (12) around. 

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?... In the Wood 
working club, students are given the 
responsibility of handling and taking care 
of equipment, some of which can be quite 
dangerous, all in an effort to make the 
perfect design. 

Woody Wednesday 
Creativity abounds in this hands-on experience • • • 



As a dedicated mentor 
and teacher, Mr. Malik offers advice, 
guidance, and feedback to his 
students. The ability to manage a 
vast amount of students in a digital 
classroom setting is difficult, but he 
always fosters a great environment. 

NOAH HAYES (12)... "Vid Com is a very 
fun and interesting class. We learn how to 

write, film, and edit videos to get the best 
final product!" 

Creating Corn-motion 
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS 
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"I heard great things about 

the teacher and the class, 

and I thought it would be 

really fun, so / joined." 

...MAKAELA HENNIGAN 

After deadlines and 
hard work, the video communication class 
enjoys watching each other's work while 
giving constructive criticism and sharing a 
laugh! 

LET'S GET 
DIGITAL! 

SARA FRANKS (11) 
"I decided to do Vid-

Com because last year 

at the end of the week 

they did news 

segments, and I found 

them to be really funny 

so I thought it would 

be cool to do myself." 

• • • 

Canon 

ON THE MOVE... As one of the select students chosen to represent 
Kubasaki at the annual Far East Journalism conference in the field of 

Broadcast Journalism, Misa McGhee (12) is one of the most talented 
video producers this school has to offer. In four exhausting yet 

exhilarating days of running around the Iwakuni area, Misa used all the 
tricks she had learned in the Video Communications program to get the 

advantage over her competitors from other DODEA schools in the 
Pacific. She wowed the audience at the ending ceremony with a 

touching featurette on mama-sans, cementing her legacy on one of the 
biggest stages of her young career. Other Video Comm students joined 

Misa to attend the Far East Creative Expressions event in Tokyo, 
shooting films on location and under the guidance of industry 

professionals from the States.. 

"I think its really 
interesting how 

everyone is able 
to come up with 
their own ideas 
and just have a 

good time." 
...Isabella 

Wilson (10) 

A VidCommunity ... Half of what makes Vid-comm 
so great is the silly moments and crazy people you meet while 
filming. A truly diverse set of students interact in this class, and 
the results are often hilarious! 

"We learn a lot 
of stuff about 
video 
production, and 
it gives us 
experience that 
we can use in 
the future." 
...NICK 
PATTON (9) 

Cutting Edge... Vid Com students have access to 
cutting edge technology, with Clyde Pope (11) being one of the 
best at harnessing the power and creating digital masterpieces. 



"I think one part of the 

show I succeeded in was 

acting the craziest I could 

on stage. My favorite part 

about the show was how 

we got to act like crazy 

kids." 

-JULIANNA ESTOESTA (9) 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION! Kubasaki High 
School's drama class is unstoppable! Not only did 
they show off their perfect makeup and spot-on 
costumes, but their acting was jaw-dropping as 
well! This year, our Dragon actors and actresses 
outdid themselves, putting on a well-rounded 
show that will be hard to top! 

BREAK A LEG! Kubasaki's Drama Team 
has the facial expressions and the script • • 
to make a show look picture perfect. One !• Hg| jf|] 
step onto the stage and these students go SSfT\ • 
into their own world. 

~ Hut QpfeVtinfe kMVt Shew 
IN FRONT, IN BETWEEN, AND BACK STAGE 

PLAYING THE PART... Our Dragon 
Drama students performed the play, 
"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever." 
With tons of enthusiasm and 
excitement, these actors blew the 
audience away! 
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ITS 
HERE! 
Having practiced 
for hours on end. 
the cast finally 
gets its 
opportunity to 
shine! 

A GROUP OF TALENT... Trying on their extravagent 
costumes for before the big night, Giani Chavez(10) Bailey 
Chavez(10), and Astyn Culp(9) can't wait to get the show on the road! 

THE STARS OF 
THE SHOW! 
Hoping to make 
the scene 
relatable for the 
audience. Natalie 
Hendrix, Joshua 
White, and Bailey 
Chavez perform. 

MAKES PERFECT... Havingalrear 
immersed themselves in the characters, it was no problem fi 

Joshua White(12) and Natalie Hendrix(10) to act in front of 
large crowd. It was almost like the audience wasn't even ther 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT... Acting comes natural to Jensen 
Giles(12), who makes an Oscar-worthy face while acting at 
Far East. Also playing a major acting role in this play was 
Emma Dawson(11). At the second day of Far East, these girls 
had the honor in performing, Kubasaki Spies. Jensen Giles 
says,"I think Emma and I performed super well. I personally 
pushed myself to pick a comedic scene rather than a dramatic 
one and Emma and I pushed ourselves and did really well in . 
our scene." 

ACT OF THE YEAR 

Far East Drama kicked 

off with a spectacular 

performance from our 

students this year. 

These Dragons went to 

Far East with high 

hopes, and brought 

home two major 

awards! Nobody can 

beat these stars! 



eya&HB 
they get to 

Our girls volleyball team is known to be a close-knit 

group of talented athletes. They share an endearing 

friendship that every team dreams to have! 
...TEAM WORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK 

SPORTS 
It's said that education involves the three R's; reading, writing 
and arithmetic. In high school, it's also about the three A's; 
academics, arts and athletics. In the classroom, one gathers and 
learns the tools, theories and concepts that they take with them 
throughout life. But where does one get to practice those 
theories, concepts and tools? Look no further than the field of 
athletic endeavor. In a safe, competitive environment, one learns 
about qualities such as teamwork, character, unity. One learns 
how to lead. One learns how to follow, for not everybody will 
become life's leaders. One learns about winning, with grace, 
dignity and magnanimity. One learns about defeat with resolution 
and determination. On the following pages, we present our 
Kubasaki Dragon's successes and lessons learned on the field 
nf nthlatir. nlav. 



POSING FOR A PHOTO 
The Kubasaki Cross Country Team Front Row (left to right): Zach Martinez, 
Meia Mitchell, Xochitl Espinoza, Vivian Chavez, Jasmin Martinez, Nathan 

Cooper, Emily Campbell, Matthew Quo, Elizabeth Roper, Makensie Hennigan, 
Payton Passage. Morgan Clingan Middle Row (left to right): Robbie Arroyo. 
David Marshall. Jaeson Espina, Aden Leggio, Cecelia Warren, Briana Dorval, 
Emily Espinoza, Sam Atienza, Shamus Kerr, Max Guo, Luka Johnson, 
Brandon Campbell, Ivan Ryan, Kevin Duddleston Top row (left to right): Juan 
Inzunza, Mason Taylor, Austin Carpenter, Hugo Deleon, Anthony Calbough, 
Kayla Rascoe, Cristian Colorado, Adam Rasmussen, Kyle Sar, Christopher 
Czepiel, Dylan Boyce, Ryan Kolano, Matthew Mulherin, Annika Riera 

Kubasaki 
Runners show 
true spirit and 
determination 
every practice, 

and every 
meet. 

E 
AFTER 

E 
This year's Kubasaki Cross Country team 

made many memories, filled with positive 

energy and spirit. The determined runners 

channel their unbreakable endurance to push 

themselves closer to the finish line with every 

inch. Every meet, personal records would be 

met, blowing past expectations by cutting off 

several minutes. No matter how impactful the 

weather and temperature may have been or 

how long the lengthy runs were during the 

practices, the cross country squad was always 

ready to perform at their absolute peak for 

competitions all around the Far East. The 

Kubasaki Dragons have always brought a 

determined vigour to the courses and will 

continue to do so for years to come. 

TOP 5K RECORDS 
10/18 Jaeson Espina 18:42 1st 

10/18 Mason Taylor 19:00 2nd 

10/18 Aden Leggio 19:06 3rd 

10/18 Nathan Cooper 19:09 4th 

10/18 Shamus Kerr 19:15 5th 

Girls 

10/18 Kayla Rascoe 24:30 1st 

10/26 Meia Mitchell 24:56 2nd 

10/12 Annika Rivera 25:17 3rd 

10/05 Cecelia Warren 25:30 4th 

10/18 Vivian Chavez 25:57 5th 

• • • 

% 'We had a great cross country season this 
year with all of our athletes showing stellar 
improvement from the beginning to the end 
of the season." 
Coach Stevens 

Q: Peyton Passage, what was the most 
memorable moment for you this season 
during cross country? 

A: "The most memorable moment for me this year 

was achieving my top PR at the last Kadena meet" 

ONE LAST BOOST 
Getting ready to sprint through to the finish 
line, Ryan Kolano (12) is splashed to 
replenish his adrenaline. 

MASON TAYLOR (11) 
"My favorite part was 

the team games at 
the end of practices 
which created team 

bonding and 
memories." 

*• • isf 
y w 
KEEPING A FAST PACE/. ' 
Starting the final descent of the race, • 
Mason Taylor (11) and Jaeson Espina (10) V 
uses their remaining energy to set a new •• '( 
personal record. 

BREAKING 
PERSONAL 
RECORDS... 
Giving her all, 
Briana Dorval 
(10)pushes 
through to finish 
line. 

TAKING THE LEAD... 
Pushing theirselves harder, they accept the 
challenge of going to Far East to compete with 
exceptional athletes to try and win the title for 
Kubasaki. 

1... Setting a median pace, 
Christopher Czepiel (10) 
controls his stamina for the 
rest of the race. 
2... With high hopes of a new 
personal record.Shamus 
Kerr (10) finishes strong. 
3... Filled with ambition, 
Makenzie Hennigan (9) 
strives to pass as many 
people as possible. 
4... During practice, Vivian 
Chavez (10) takes the lead at 
the Stairway to Heaven. 

•Sfis 
•Vvv, 



making it to their coM 

on (11) and Anya 
Andrada (12jthave both 
f tl^ffnands up ready to 

double bloclBI 
incoming ball fH 

With anticipation mounting, Zoe 
Weidley (10) gets ready for the 

match's first serve. 
Stealing any chances of winning for 

the other team. Alyssa Alvarado (9) 
and Anya Andrada (12) unite for a 

calm collected hit. 
Preparing to annihilate her 

opponent, Abigail Robinson (11). 
spikes the ball into oblivion. 

ABIGAIL ROBINSON (11) 
This was a year I will 

remember. We won Far 
East, which I'm very proud 

of, and we had a closer 
bond with not only the team 

but with Coach. 

Alicia Geiseck... 

It was nice to see the team grow and develop as 

competitive volleyball players, and to also see them 

win Far East. I definitely felt like part of the family. 

A FOCUSED ATTACK... It didnt take long 
for ZOE WEIDLEY (10) to show how much 

she wanted to win hitting a nasty dig. 

...BUT 
YOU 
CAN'T 
SCORE! 

It was a case of Seisen having 
Kubasaki right where the Dragons 
wanted them. Trailing by two sets in 
the Far East Division I volleyball 
final, Mimi Larry and the Dragons 
righted the ship and rallied to 
dethrone the Phoenix in five sets for 
their fourth Far East title in five 
seasons. Larry, the senior setter, 
tallied 43 set assists. Donatella 
Barone, in her Dragons swan song, 
racked up 18 kills. Defensively, Zoe 
Weidley had 19 digs and freshman 
Alyssa Alvarado, the team's face of 
the future, recorded eight serving 
aces. It was sweet redemption for 
the Dragons, who finished third the 
previous year, but tasted 
championship once again to 
punctuate another chapter in the 
Kubasaki volleyball legend. 

THE ROSTER... (From left to right): Anya Andrada, 
Makaela Hennigan, Sophia Baumbach, Mckayla Major, 
Abigail Robinson, Donatella Barone, Yoselin Johnson, 
Mimi Larry, Zoe Weidley, Alyssa Alvarado 

SCOREBOARD 

The key to winning the Far East Championship was 

the team being well blended; they worked for each 

other instead of with each other. Their practice 

ethnic was strong. 

I 

0 

PRE-GAME 
EAGERNESS 
Our Kubi 
queens make 
a stunning 
entrance with 
big smiles 
ready to win. 

COMING HOME... The Lady Dragons show off 
their newly minted medals for winning first 
place at the American International School 
Japan tournament in Tokyo, Japan. 



ROSTER... Front Row (left to right): Carolina Rivera, 
Summer Stevenson, Natalie Oboza, Chante Broomes, Allyson 
Johnson, Marissa Corn, Lillian Manzi, Arisa Manuel, Nancy 
Gutzwiller - Back (left to right): Coach Milanovich, Lana Cowley, 
Kai Grubbs, Colin Lundberg, Shanon Hyde, Ralph Rivera, Max 
Weidley, Henry Ruskc, Piper Oliver, Willow Lewis, Coach Vinson 
Not Pictured: Kai Croghan 

SCORES 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

9/14 KADENA 18-5 W 

9/20 KADENA 6-2 W 

10/25 KADENA 8-10 L 

11/1 OKINAWA DISTRICT FINAL 

BOYS S. HYDE 6-2, 6-3 W 

DOUBLES HYDE, GRUBBS 8-3 W 

GIRLS A. JOHNSON 6-2, 7-5 W 

DOUBLES JOHNSON, RIVERA 8-6 W 

MIXED LUNDBERG, 

DOUBLES BROOMES 

• • • 
'Dominating Kadena this year felt like I bench 
pressed a thousand pounds (which I can do by the 
way)! Our goal for next year is for higher quality 
snacks 
...COACH MILANOVICH 

"This isn't Country Club Tennis." 

...SHANON HYDE (11), OKINAWA BOYS DISTRICT 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

DOUBLES FOR LIFE... "I think the strong 
friendship that Chante and I formed during 

the season really culminated in that last 
game and that's why we were able to have 

fun and win the Okinawa Mixed Doubles 
Championship." - Colin Lundberg (11) 
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Kubasaki's 
tennis drought 

looks to be in 
the rearview 

mirror with 
dominating 

victories over 
Kadena all 

season long. 

"At Far East Shanon and I were 
playing doubles against EJ King 

when all of a sudden we were 
down 5-2. That's when 

somethingjust clicked. We 
worked together and got the 

W." 
-Kai Grubbs 

...COMEBACK KID(s) 

mm 
WmLi 

f 
THE BASICS... 

Speed, coordination/ 
technique, and relative 

strength are pretty 
important when it 

comes to fundamentals. 
Nancy Gutzwiller 

(10) 

SEEING THE 
SIGHTS... 
The squad 
spend quality 
time together 
to bond off 
the court. 

CREAM OF THE CROP... The most highly touted 
tennis pros represent Kubasaki at Far East -
Front (left to right): Nancy Gutzwiller, Carolina 
Rivera, Chante Broomes, Allyson Johnson, Liliana 
Manzi - Back (left to right): Kai Grubbs, Henry 

1. Asserting his dominance, 
Shanon Hyde (11) rips one 
down the line. 
2. Lobbing the ball into the air, 
Max Weidley (10) executes his 
serve with tactical precision. 
3. Focusing on the center of 
the racket, Lillian Manzi (12) 
unleashes her signature slice 
serve. 
4. Switching to her backhand, 
Allyson Johnson (9) returns 
the ball with unparalleled force. 



WATER BREAK! 
Wide Receiver Jaylan 
Penney (12) hydrates 

during the team's 
insane practice! 

1... Calm And Collected Keeping 
his head in the game. Jaylen 

Penny (12) struts off the field after 
an 82 yard touchdown.. 

2... Show Respect Taking a knee, 
Haydn Peterson (11) hopes his 

teammate's injury is not too severe. 
3... War In The Trenches The 
offensive line stares down the 

defenders before the snap. 

THAN 

prodigy 
(9) 

referee to 
he Is 

SCOREBOARD 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

8/31 KADENA 7-41 L 

9/7 ASIJ 0-17 L 

10/3 KADENA 0-33 L 

10/19 ASIJ 6-7 L 

10/26 KINNICK 11-19 L 

11/3 HUMPHREYS 21-18 W 

11/9 YOKOTA 61-12 W 

3/10 RiSING SUN 23-3 w 

• • • 
"It was fun being with the guys, They 
came together and worked as a team 
to reach a common goal. Practicing 
on the field with the boys was fun, 
too. 
- Coach Bales 

The Kubasaki 
Varsity 
Football Team 
dominated the 
field this year 
with 
touchdown 
after 
touchdown! 

ANOTHER ONE DOWN: Taking down the Yokota 
player was an important play for Nicholas Cooper 
(10) and the Dragons. The tackle ensured that the 
Panthers would not cross the first-down marker and 
would be forced to either punt or go for it on fourth 
down. 

"After my final game, it was 
hard knowing it would be my 
last time stepping on the field 
in a Dragon uniform. Spending 
four years with Coach Bales 
and the Dragon Football staff 
was always a blessing." 

Skyler Klimek (12) 

Our relationship was very interesting, it 
was a lot of love and hate in the beginning, 

but we came together and ended as a 
team. We will always be there for each 

other." 
KEONTE CAINES (11) 

The best part of being a football manager is 

seeing the look on the player's faces when they 

score a touchdown or make a field goal. I also ha 

a special bond with everyone. We are a famiM 
TINA DAVIS (11), VARSITY FOOTBALL MANAGER 

BRING IT IN: Our Dragons show that they are 
a family during a team huddle up before the 
big game! With fans crowding the stands, our 
Varsity Football boys start the game with high 
hopes and even higher spirits! 

Pregame 
Shenanigan: 
Posing for a 
picture before 
a game, 
Keonte 
Caines (11). 
Chaun 
Beltran (10), 
Lucas 
Kappen (11). 
and Haydn 
Peterson (11) 
stay loose. 



RAISING AWARENESS... The Varsity Cheerleaders 
wear pink for Breast Cancer Awareness Month as a 
reminder that there are people out there that are 
struggling and need our help. Hyping up the 

Dragon fans 
comes 

naturally for 
these 

cheerleaders 
with their 

kicks, flips, 
and splits! 

tiara worn, Dig smiles, and lots ot practice are 

what makes our Kubasaki Varsity Cheerleaders 

one of a kind! These girls really know how to bring 

out the spirit in the crowds. From jaw-dropping 

stunts to mind-boggling splits, the cheer squad 

prepared us for each of our games this year. 

When it comes to cheerleading, there is more 

than meets the eye. Nothing is better than 

perfectly-timing that stunt or jumping high in a toe 

touch. To add to the dazzling display, they grace 

the crowd with a stunning smile. They really know 

how to rock the green and white! These girls 

dedicate most of their time towards putting on the 

perfect performance for the audience and without 

the cheerleaders, we wouldn't get quite as much 

excitement out of sports games. No one comes 

close to these champions! 

Which sport do you like to cheer for, Football 
Cheer or Basketball Cheer? 

"I like Basketball Cheer because we do a lot more 

beat cheers. The atmosphere for basketball is a lot 

more fun." - ANGELICA FIGUEROA (11) 

Left to Right: Getting ready to cheer the 
Dragons on to a win Zanajh Jones (11), 
Malia Lewis (10), Angelica Figueroa 

(11), and Kyla Washington (12), take a 
moment to smile for the camera. 
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1... The girls pull off a full 
extension stunt, with 
Graceanne Williamson (10) 
at the top. 
2... Kubasaki Cheerleaders 
are ready to wow the crowd 
with another stunning cheer. 
3... Nobody rocks the Breast 
Cancer Awareness headband 
like Eldon Caliboso (10) 
4... Breast Cancer Awareness 
is important for Amara 
Mitton (10) and Dalys Eaton 
(12). 

Why do you think Cheer 
Is a good sport to 

participate in? 
"It's a good team 

building sport 
because a lot of trust 

is involved, 
especially being a 

flyer." 
•Lillian Oboza(9) 

m 

A MUM/ 

The Dragon 
Cheerleaders 
get in 
formation to 
get the crowd 
off their feet. 

Cheerleaders in their second year, Maria 
Palmer (10) and Graceanne Williamson (10) 
show off a smile after the Dragons win a tough 
game. 
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The Kubasaki Junior Varsity 

Dragons put hard work and 

effort into their practices 

and games. As younger 

players, they have high 

hopes to become part of 

the Dragon Football legacy. 

This season has shown the 

true dedication it takes to 

be part of this Dragon 

family and the boys played 

hard and worked together 

as a team. 

"The best part about this season is being able to 

play in general. I had my golden moments out on 

that football field." 

...Bryson Lokey (9) 

TAKE HIM DOWN!... With the momentum 
mounting, the Kubasaki defender halts the 

offense's advance, a play that proved 
pivotal in determining the outcome of the 

game. 
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"Having Coach Bales 
give us pep talks before 

games was the most 
helpful thing of the 
season." - Messiah 

DeJesus (10) 

1... Leaving the defenders in 
the dust, Keonte Caines (11) 

breaks free and runs toward the 
endzone. 

2... Freshmen phenom Keith 
Rascoe (9) trys to get the ball 

upfield and out of Dragon 
territory, 

3... Always hard to get around , 
Jamie Byrd (10) holds the line 
and makes sure to avoid letting 

the QB get sacked.. 

' ' 

THE FLASH... After 
getting past theTline of 

scrimmage, Keith 
Rascoe (9) charges 

down the sideline, giving 
the Kadena defenders no 

chance to catch him. 

Giselle Ferrer... 
"Bonding with the rest of 

the girls during the 
friendship tournoment 

was the best." 

1... The Lady Dragons huddle 
up together for a quick pep talk 
before the big game. 
2... Returning vollies 
successfully is a talent the girls 
worked on extensively. 
3... After receiving a beautiful 
set-up from Jocelyn Powell 
(9). Megan Moseley (11) looks 
to annihilate OCSI with one 
spike. 

UNRIVALED POWER.. 
Concentrating on hitting 
the ball with her wrists,' 
Sophia Lydan Matro (9) 
bumps the ball looking to , 
catch the Panthers 
offguard. 

The Junior Varsity girls are 

going down the same path 

as their Varsity 

counterparts. These girls 

are training to get to the 

higher level and bring home 

the banner with the older 

girls. Until then, they'll have 

to work together and 

improve as a unit, as some 

of them may become 

teammates on the Varsity 

squad. All season, these 

girls grew and learned new 

skills that are going to help 

them in the future. 

"Being a first time JV volleyball player, I was excited 

to meet to people and increase my skills. I wanted 

to bond with a team as if we were family." 
...Priscilla Esparza (10) 

THE ROTATION... Back Row (L-R): Megan 
Moseley. Jocelyn Powell, Priscilla Esparza, Giselle 
Ferrer, Eryn Brooks,Brynn Murray, Melanie Varan 

Golden, Chloe Kraus, Coach Grubbs - Front 
Row: Evelyn Buenaventura, Sophia Lydan Matro, 
Violah Nabatanzi, Michelle Swanson 

0 



From backhandsprings to 

cartwheels and handstands, 

our JV cheer squad's 

infectious smiles excited our 

crowds no matter the score. 

They sure brought the fire to 

both the football field and 

basketball courts. These 

ladies continued to have 

positive attitudes a. They 

improved everyday as they 

practiced their hearts out in 

order to get a chance to 

make it to the Varsity cheer 

squad next season! 

The most important characteristic for a 

cheerleader to have is a strong work ethic. 

Cheerleading is a very demanding sport and you 

have to put in the work to get what you want." 
...COACH AMBER 

FEEL THE RYTHEM... The lady dragons 
get the crowd pumped up at a JV Football 

game with stable preps, crispy high V's and 

wide smiles. 
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CHAMPIQN, 

Concentrating on the 
amazed crowd, Reagan 

Sandstorm (9) hits a 

perfect lib during the 
halftime routine. 

CHLOE DOMINGUEZ (10) 
Being a second year JV 

cheerleader, I've noticed a 
lot more improvements 

because we practiced more 
and the coach listened to 

our suggestions. 

1... Coach Amber and the 
Basketball JV Cheer team take a 

group picture at the beach. 
2... JV Cheerleaders get the 
crowd hyped up during their 

halftime performance at a 
Dragon basketball game. 

3... Double the excitement as JV 
Cheer also offers a Fall Season 
Football squad to pump up the 
crowd at Mike Petty Stadium.. 

Pacific 

leyball 

winrlPlONs 

rHE EXPERIENCE ... 
Vly first Far East had a lot of 
ood competition. During one 
ame my doubles partner Lili 
lanzi (12) hit the ball off her 

face to secure the win! 

- Max Weidley (10) 

1... Representing Kubasaki at the 
annual Tomadachi Bowl in Tokyo, 
these Dragons go up against the 
best Japanese football has to offer. 
2... Using her off-hand, Allyson 
Johnson (9) battles during the semi
finals of the Girls-Singles. 
3... With the scoreboard in the 
background as proof. Abigail 
Robinson (11) and Yoselin 
Johnson (10) bite their newly 
minted medals after winning the 
tournament up at the ASIJ. 

Fall sports are considered 

by some to be the most 

difficult to participate in as 

tryouts and then seasons 

start almost immediately 

following the start of the 

school year. But it gives 

newcomers a chance to 

feel as though they are a 

part of a larger whole, and 

veteran athletes get an 

opportunity to hang a 

banner up in the rafters, 

something the Varsity 

Volleyball girls were able to 

experience this year. 

CHAMPIONS AGAIN... One team that was able to 
follow through on their pre-season goal were the 

Volleyball girls, bringing home yet another banner, 
adding to Coach Hogen's illustrious career. 

THE GREATEST OF THE GREATEST... 
Smiling for a photo, the five members on 
the cross country team go up to mainland 
and gets ready to race in the Far East 
competitions. 



READY TO RUMBLE... 
Knowing the opponent's 

weakness. Vincent 
Rodriguez (10) grabs his 

backside in an effort to 
flip him and secure the 

win for the team. 

1. Eagerly waiting for his turn on the 
mat. Dylan Galbraith (12) along with 

the rest of the team, watches and 
supports his peers. 

2. The ultimate wrestler, Oakley 
Mueller (12) makes it look easy when 

he wrestles his opponent. 
3. At the far east event, Caleb Orr 

(10) attempts a leg lift and gets a solid 
win for the team! 

COACHING FOR THE 
WIN... 

Observing closely, 
Coach Cook gives 
pointers to secure a 

victory! 

"/Is team captain, I think as a team we wrestled our 

hardest and we brought home a banner. I can 

already tell we're going to be a strong contender 
next year." 
...HADYN PETERSON (11) 

HOLDING HIS PLACE... 
Team Captain. Victor Saavedra (11) 
grabs opponent in a leg lace attempt. 
Saavedra currently was 3-0 for the 135 
weight class. He really knew how to hold 
his place for the upcoming Far East 
event in mainland Japan. 

History is 
made and 
victories never 
fade. The 
wrestling team 
never fails to 
make 
Kubasaki 
proud! 

After suffering something of a title 
drought the last six years, Kubasaki, 
historically the Pacific's premier wrestling 
power with 26 total Far East tournament 
banners, made it back to the top for the 
first time since the 2013 season. Led by 
Far East individual champions Jaylen 
Mayers at 122 pounds and Flaydn 
Peterson at 215, the Dragons edged out 
favored St. Mary's of Tokyo 75-73 for the 
individual freestyle tournament banner, to 
go with the title they won at Beast of the 
East a month earlier. With hard work and 
discipline, instilled by a motivated coach, 
the boys were more than prepared to 
take the banner this year. This season 
was filled with memorable moments with 
the boys as well as hard earned pins and 
wins. Coach Cook is already preparing 
for next season and says, "The plan is to 
grow a hardworking team for the seasons 
to come!" It was another great year for 
the Varsity wrestlers, and we know many 
victories are yet to come! 

FAR EAST CHAMPS... Standing (L-R): Colin Lundberg, 
Vincent Rodriguez, Austin Carpenter, Caleb Orr, Oakley 
Mueler, Luke Moseley, Hadyn Peterson, Victor Saavedra, 
Dylan Galbraith, Jaylan Mayers, Dylan Huddleston, 
Mateo Surrantes Rodriguez, Matthew Mahlstede -
Sitting: Coach Cook, Coach Moseley 

SCOHEBOARD 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

12-07 KADENA 44-17 W 

12-12 KADENA 35-26 W 

01-09 KADENA 42-18 W 

01-16 KADENA 50-15 w 

01-30 KADENA 48-10 w 

02-06 KADENA 57-7 w 

02-21 ST. MARYS 75-73 w 

02-21 ASIJ 75-68 w 

02-21 KINNICK 75-49 w 

02-21 HUMPHREYS 75-46 w 

02-21 KADENA 75-8 w 
• • • 

"My plans for wrestling next season Is to continue 
growing a hardworking team, and build off of our 

past success!" 
...SGTMJR BRENT COOK 

THATS GOTTA 

IN IT TO WIN IT... 
Varsity Wrestler Mateo Rodriguez-Barrantes 
(11) puts the Panther in a lock making sure 
this contender doesn't leave his sight! 

HURT... 
Captain Luke 
Moseley(12) 
twists the 
opponent like 
a pretzel, 
securing an 
individual win 
and a point 
for Kubi. 



ROSTER... (Front to Back): Ari Gieseck, Urara Williams, 
Audrey Kerr, Jasmin Martinez, Xochitl Espinoza, Cecilia 
Warren, Racquelle Kilian, Allison Hansen, Martha 
Hansen, Brandi Smith, Megan Charkowski, Winona 
West 

SCORE BOARD 

7 keep the team motivated by stressing the 
important of teamwork, hard work, and effort and 
that basketball is the ultimate team sport and it 
takes 5 people working together to be successful' 
...COACH CASNER 

A team flush 
with returns 
took a huge 

step towards 
regaining the 
prestige and 

former glory of 
Kubasaki Girls 

Basketball. 

"The ASIJ and Oki Friendship 
Tournaments definitely helped us 

build a stronger bond as a team 
and it helped us see what our 

strengths and weaknesses were 
before Far East." 

...ARI GIESECK (11) (ALL FAR-

EAST) 

The most difficult part of being a swinger from JV 

to Varsity was figuring out how to play with a whole 

new set of teammates again. Eventually I found my 

groove and developed meaningful relationships on 

and off the court." 
..RACQUELLE KILIAN (11) 

HAILEY HANSEN (12)... "My fondest 
memory from my time as a Kubasaki 

Dragon has to be having to jump the wail 
with my team at ASIJ to get back to the 

wrestling room because we had been 
locked out." 
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1. Controlling the paint all season 
long, Brandi Smith (12) plows 
through the defender. 
2. Going up for her patented hook 
shot, Ari Gieseck (11) floats the 
ball towards the hoop. 
3. Using her explosive speed and 
creativity with the ball, Audrey 
Kerr (11) leaves her defender in 
the dust. 
4. Seeing the play develop before 
anyone else, Urara Williams (11) 
prepares to whip the ball inside for 
an easy bucket. 

ACCESSORIES... 
"The go-to accessory 

has to be the 
headband I wore 
against Taipei. It 

makes my head look 
small." - Megan 

Charkowski (12) 

jK NEVER QUIT, Not willing to let the opposing 
team get the ball, Megan Charkowski M2) 
uses her almost unfairly long arms to reaoi 

j|k past the defender and secure possession for 
kt the Dragons. 

FRIENDS IN ARMS... Representing Kubasaki at 
the 13th annual Okinawa Friendship Tournament -
Front Row (left to right): Ari Gieseck, Audrey Kerr, 
Urara Williams, Racquelle Kilian - Back Row: Xochitl 
Espinoza, Allison Hansen, Megan Charkowski, 
Martha Hansen, Brandi Smith, Jasmin Martinez 

EATING 
OUT... The 
girls take a 
much needed 
night out on 
the town in 
Shibuya after 
the ASIJ 
tournament. 



SHOOTING TIPS... 
"Focus on where the net 

and the rim meet, keep your 
elbows tucked in, and add 

some extra arc." 
-Tristan Higginson 

(in 

1... Ready to pounce, Damian Dorval 
(11) drops two of his 26 points against 

Chatan. 
2... Snatching one of his many 

rebounds, Tristan Higginson (11) 
makes the defender look silly. 

3... After missing the first shot, 
Jonathan Hoppe (11) stays with the 

play and putsback the easy layup. 

Clearly fouled 
on the arm by tf|e 

Kitanaka defended 
Tristan Higginson (11) 

fights through the contact 
for the And-1. 

"The only things you have to adjust to when coming 

to a new team midseason is adapting to a new 

coach and game plan while also getting to know 

everyone on the team." 

...KIYON SMITH (11) 

NUMBER 1 OPTION... 
"Being the leading scorer requires me to 

push myself even when I'm tired. I have to 
be ready to score at all times. It can be 
challenging, but 1 enjoy being the go-to 

man on the team." Damian Dorval (11) 

season scores 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

12/24 CHATAN 52-45 W 

12/7 KADENA 57-42 L 

12/14 KADENA 72-53 L 

1/5 GINOWAN 74-65 W 

1/11 KADENA 57-48 L 

2/8 KADENA 42-35 L 

2/15 OCSI 78-45 W 

2/16 HOKUZAN 93-48 W 

2/21 ASB 48-47 w 

2/22 KINNICK 60-49 L 

"My inspiration for being a basketball coach was 
through my dad. I have been going to practices 
since I was three and my college coach really 
inspired me, too." 

"Even though it was hard not 
getting to play a lot, I learned so 
many things this season. I had a 
great time because the guys 
motivated me to prove myself 
day in and day out." 
...KARL DORADO (11) 

A defensive 
minded team 
hounded 
opposing 
squads while 
using the 3 
point line as 
their main 
mode of attack 

The Roster... Front Row (left to right): Katherine 
Delapena, Vincent Hill, Keith Rascoe, Sam Gbatu, 
Mason Taylor, Karl Dorado, Dylan Canlas, Brooklynn 
Glover - Back Row: Jonathan Hoppe, Tristan Higginson, 
Adam Rasmussen, Sebastian Stone, Damian Dorval, 
Isaac Workman - Not pictured: Kiyon Smith 
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MAKE SOME NOISE... The sound of the 
Keonte Caines' (11) Dragon horn echoes 
through Kadena's home gym, injecting 
much needed spirit into the Kubasaki fan 
section and signaling that the Dragons 
were ready to fight until the end. 

THEY CAME... 
Haneda 
Airport 
receives some 
Dragon Pride 
after the team 
got off the 
plane 
preparing to 
show ASIJ that 
they meant 
business. 



Coach 

passion 

leads JV 
Girls to 
a ste ar 
season 

As illustrious and 

impressive it is to play for 

the Varsity team, JV Girls 

proved that the future of 

Kubasaki Basketball 

remains bright. Spear

headed by second year 

coach Ed Manalac, these 

girls made sure to 

eradicate any opponent 

they faced. "We definitely 

built from last year and 

made tangible 

improvements. We have a 

lot to look forward to in the 

coming years." 

PUSH TO THE LIMIT... 
I didn't want to let down 
my teammates, so I gave 
it my all every game to try 

and get the win. 
-Erica Rivera (11) 

1. With two Kadena defenders 
closing. Briana Dorval (10) 

looks to give the ball to a 
teammate. 

2. Seeing an opportunity 
presenting itself, Natalie 

Muhlerin (11) takes the ball to 
the hoop 

3. Leading the team in scoring, 
Brynn Murray (9) scores 

uckfi 

MASTERING THE ART... 
The free-throw routine is 

one of the most 
important parts in 

basketball as it can swing 
the momentum of a 

game, and Erica Rivera 
(11) has perfected it. 

Coach Ed's (Manalac) philosophy was really just to 

work hard during practice which would translate to 

playing hard during the games. I had to overcome 

the mental challenges of JV basketball before I 

could handle the physicallity of it." 

...KAYLA RASCOE (10) JUNIOR DRAGONS... F ront Row (left to 
right): Erica Rivera, Violah Nabatanzi, 

Bianca Loor, Erica Dailey, Chante Broomes! 
Isabella Leon - Back Row: Briana Dorval, 

Kayla Rascoe, Brynn Murray, Coach 
Manalac, Natalie Mulherin, Bailey Rigle, 

Racquelle Kilian 
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DETERMINE 
SCORE... U: 
hand to deterfflai! 
defender, Kdi Grubbs 
(10) looks to drive into 
the lane. 

FOLLOWING THE 
LEADER... The boys 

always knew they could 
get consistent inside-out 

production from Kai 
Grubbs (10). 

1. Even with an Oroku defender 
hounding him. Max Weidley 
(10) finds a way to slither 
around with a slick move. 
2. Keeping his head up, Ethan 
Parker (9) runs the drill to 
perfection during practice. 

i 3. Not letting the defender 
distract him, Amiel Diaz (9) 
coasts into the paint for an easy 
layup. 

After a 
down 

year, JV 
boys roll 

over 
Kadena 

to 
capture 

the 
trophy! 

"It was a really fun season. We improved 

throughout the year, especially on offense. It took a 

while, but we finally got the plays down at practice 

and it all came together in the championship 

game." ..MAX WEIDLEY (io> 

12 CHAMPIONS... Fr ont Row (left to right): 
Ian Ayson, Jeon Hosendove. Amiel Diaz, 
Max Weidley, Kai Grubbs - Back Row: Robert 
Arroyo, Malik Brown, Michael Harris, 
Sebastian Stone, Quran Rivers, Micah 
Moore, Coach Washington 

CUT 
THE 
NET 

JV Boys Basketball seems 

to always get overlooked by 

the Varsity team. This years 

JV Dragons set out to 

change that precedent. 

Early defeats would not 

deter this squad, as their 

countless hours of practice 

and hard work capped off 

with a championship trophy 

won at OSCI. Coach 

Washington said, "We were 

relatively injury-free and 

were led by returning 

veterans. Everyone bought 

into the philosophy." 

0 



THE 
The 
Kubi 
boys 
beat 
all in 
their 
path 

Our undefeated Junior 

Varsity wrestlers spent the 

season training and working 

hard in attempt to get the 

call up to Varsity. From 

having to watch their weight 

every week and sweating 

profusely on the mats, they 

got stronger and created 

new bonds with their fellow 

teammates. These boys will 

continue to work 

relentlessly on their craft 

and hopefully eventually 

move up to the big leagues. 

"I decided to try out for wrestling because I thought 

it would be better than staying home. I also learned 

tons of new tricks during practice." 

..CLINT REVENTLIOW (10) 

LOCK IT DOWN... Screaming with 
passion throughout his match, Ruben 
Saavedra (10) used all his power and 

force to win his match against "that other 
school." 

"My experience as a coach at Far East came with a lot 

of mixed emotions. I was excited, nervous, and hungry 

for the win! This was my last year as coach and I 

wanted to make it the best! Our win was the icing on 
the cake!" 

DEFENDING THE TITLE... Kubasaki 
cheerleaders secured their spot in Kubi 
history with their first overall finish at Far 
East Cheer. No other group in the Pacific 
could match their enthusiasm and 
commitment. 

...COACH DAVIS 
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PINNED DOWN... 
NOAH VASQUEZ works 

his way onto pinriingt 
down one^of the Kadena 

'...Panthers. 

NOAH VASQUEZ (10)... 
"This year, wrestling with 
my teammates was so 
much fun, I've learned 

my strengths and 
weaknesses and can't 
wait until next year." 

1... Attempting to interlock the 
opponent by the legs, Adrian 
Misenhimer (9) assured his 

coaches that he could win the match. 
2... It was supposed to be a friendly 

inter-scrimmage between the JV and 
Varsity squads, but Clinton 
Reventiow (10) and Dylan 

Galbraith (12) didn't get the memo. 
3... Getting himself into a choke 

hold, Noah Vasquez (10) finds a 

way to wiggle out of it.. 

compete against many 

schools in Basketball, 

Wrestling, and 

Cheerleading. These 

squads traveled around the 

Pacific with one goal in 

mind: bring home a banner. 

The wrestlers and 

cheerleaders were able to 

follow through on their 

commitment, while both 

basketball teams fought 

hard and still made the 

Dragon family proud. 

Winter 
Season 

is 
Banner 
Season 
for Kubi 

Each Winter, our Dragons 

accept the challenge to 

1. The Varsity Wrestling Team 
dominated at Far East this year, 
showing Kubasaki's grit and grind 
mentality, 
2. Even with a last place finish at 
Humphreys, Coach Fick could always 
count on Dylan Canlas (11) to make 
the right play. 
3. With a better showing at Far East 
than previous years, the girls have 
built a cohesive unit led by Audrey 
Kerr (11) that believe they can truly 
compete for the banner next year. 

"Going to 
Far East is fun. You bond 
with your teammates and 
learn from your mistakes. I 
suggest that other athletes 

should go!" 
- Jaylan Meyers (10) 

DODERP 

CHEERLEA' 



SCOREBOARD 
3/21 KADENA BOYS 301-312 W 

3/21 KADENA GIRLS 258-255 L 

3/28 KADENA BOYS 276-268 L 

3/28 KADENA GIRLS 301-295 L 

4/4 KADENA BOYS 104-108 W 

4/4 KADENA GIRLS FORFEIT W 

4/18 KADENA BOYS 2-3 L 

4/18 KADENA GIRLS 3-3 W 

4/25 KADENA BOYS 112-109 L 

4/25 KADENA GIRLS 110-121 W 

With all the different skill levels on the team, head 

golf coach Mr. Driggs puts all his effort into 

teaching the team the ways of the club. Always 

known to give wonderful advice, he told the golfers, 

"think about the process not about the outcome." 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT 
Never known to back down, Bryce Tobin 
(10) admires his shot as it sails over the 

Chibana Golf Course. 

Returning to 
the course 

after a long 
offseason, the 

golfers look 
forward to 

driving 
Kadena back 

into their 
bunkers 

Kubasaki golf enthusiasts encountered 

challenges throughout the whole season. 

Taking their talents to many different 

courses, the golfers brought their best clubs 

to meet any obstacles that may have 

awaited them head on. With many new 

players on the team this time around, the 

season became all about developing new 

skills and implementing them into the team 

and culture of Kubasaki golf. "There are a lot 

of new players with little to no experience on 

the team this year, so we practice hard 

everyday going by the the motto 'no two bad 

shots'," Coach Malik said about his team. 

While we might not be seeing birdies 

anytime soon from this group, expect to see 

steady improvement as they make their way 

onto the green. 

The Team - (Top Left) Calvin Banks, Zachary Burnett, Drake Williams, 
Bryce Tobin, Colby Lovelace, Chett Huff, Christian Colorado, Sofia Smith 
(Middle left) Conor Page, Cameron Murray, Melanie Verville, Jeremiah 
Pritchett, Piper Oliver, Julia Livingston, Megan Moseley (Bottom left) Isabel 
Urn, Indiana Glover, Victoria Randall, Arisa Manuel, Janelle Layug, Rachael 
Genevish, Misato Takagi, Mr. Malik 

"Going to the Tee House and spending 
time with the team and seeing everyone 
play and grow throughout the season is 
my favorite part of managing," says 
second year manager Sofia Smith (12). 
... BEHIND THE SCENES 

1... Calm, focused, and 
ready, Piper Oliver (12) 
putts her final stroke into the 
cup. 
2... Laughing hysterically, 
Calvin Banks (12) enjoys his 
time out on the course. 
3... Warming up and getting 
ready to win, Megan 
Moseley (11) takes her 
practice swings. 
4... Taking a reserved 
approach, Colby Lovelace 
(10) pitches the ball onto the 
green. 

"I tried golf just to try 

something different and I 

didnt think that it was 

going to be that hard. It's 

been pretty fun and I'm 

taking it more seriously 

than I thought I would." 

•Calvin Banks (12) 

CRUISING 
THE COURSE 
Showing their 
support, 
these girls 
drive around 
cheering their 
teammates 

THE FINAL STROKE 
With it being their last season to do a high 
school sport, what better way to spend it than 
with an incredibly social sport. These seniors 
show how close they have gotten this season. 
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NALA GARDENER... 
"It feels really special and good 
inside. It makes you start to 
push yourself even more. I'm 
really trying hard to push In the 
200 to try and win a medal." 

1... Going full speed while using your 
momentum to vault over hurdles is one of the 

toughest feats in sports, but Cole Allen (9) 
makes it look easy. 

2... Our boys control the pace of the race, not 
once threatened by the Morrison Athletic 

runners. 
3... First year Kubasaki runner Summer 

Stevenson (9) gives it everything she has to 
reach her teammate and pass off the baton. 

"I want to compete in several events, but I could 
end up only doing four. I will do whatever I can that 
to get us more points." 

...COLBY GALBRAITH (11) 

MAKING THE LEAP... As a rising star 
among Kubasaki's elite, Makaela 

Hennigan (11) shows the crowd her 
incredible natural ability, jumping over the 
hurdles as though they weren't even there. 
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SPRIHT 
10 THE 
FIHISH 

Arguably the 
most athletic 
students in the 
school run 
faster, throw 
farther, and 
jump higher 
than anyone 
else 

What are the happiest of possible words to the 

ears of Kubasaki track and field athletes? Those 

two magical words that say: "You qualified." A 

sense of joy and relief washes over the athletes 

who hear those words, for they now know that at 

the end of the track season rainbow is a journey 

to the Pacific's state-championship equivalent 

meet: Far East. A chance to finally see somebody 

besides the same athletes they've competed 

against throughout the regular season. Whose 

times and distances they've only viewed through 

the prism of Athletic.net. And at last get the 

chance to put their skills against those they've 

only heard about. But it can only happen when the 

athletes meet a certain standard set by DODEA 

Pacific's regional office before the season begins. 

IN TIP TOP SHAPE... The track team may be the largest 
squad out of any sports here at Kubasaki, but they are no 
slouches, as some of the most athletically gifted students 
display their talent daily at Mike Petty. Who knows? Maybe we'll 
see some of these stars make Usain Bolt or Michael Phelps 
look like amateurs at the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo! 

( U B A S A  

SCDKNHI 
3/23 KADENA (BOYS) 84-152 L 

3/23 ZION (BOYS) 84-38 W 

3/23 OCSI (GIRLS) 84-34 W 

3/23 KADENA (GIRLS) 81-114 L 

3/23 ZION (GIRLS) 81-49 W 

2/23 OCSI (GIRLS) 81-44 W 

3/30 KADENA (BOYS) 83-186 L 

3/30 ZION (BOYS) 83-24 W 

3/30 OCSI (BOYS) 83-32 W 

3/30 KADENA (GIRLS) 77-106 L 

3/30 ZION (GIRLS) 60-106 W 

• • • 
"I hope that of all the life lessons that we shared 
with our athletes is that Sometimes, you have to 
change friends in order to move forward with your 

life." 
...COACH KEN GIPSON 

BEHIND THE 
SCENES... All 
the credit in 
the world 
should go to 
these coaches 
and 
managers, 
who trained 
and supported 
these talented 
athletes all 
season long. 

JUMP NO FURTHER... Tristan 
Higginson narrowly makes it over 
the pole hoping to make it through to 
win the next challenge. 



ULIENHD 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

How would you describe your coaching 
style? 
"My coaching style is pretty laid back, 
but I have clear expectations for the 
girls." 
...COACH CASNER 

Vastly 
improving from 
start to finish, 

Kubi's Girls 
Soccer 

exposed their 
adversaries 

with tactical 
precision 

(WO)MAN IN THE MIDDLE: 
As one of the most 

experienced players on 
Kubasaki's roster with three 

years of Varsity on her resume, 
Audrey Kerr (11), 

has no problem knifing her way 
through the Diplomat 

defenders as though they 
weren't even there, 

DIPLOMATS 

KADENA 

NAHA KOKUSAI 

KADENA 

YOMITAN 

DIPLOMATS 

SEISEN 

SACRED HEART 

YOKOHAMA 

0-2 

1-7 

1-1 

0-2 

3-0 

1-4 

1-0 

3-1 

1-0 

TOP: Liana Elpenord (10), Angelica Figueroa (11), Natalie Mulherin 
(11), Abigail Robinson (11), Yoselin Johnson (10), Veronica Monroy 
(12), Willow Lewis (11) 
MIDDLE:Erica Rivera (11), Maria Palmer (10), Amara Mitton (10), 
Audrey Kerr (11), Chloe Ibarra (10), Michelle Swanson (9) 
BOTTOMrViolah Nabatanzi (9), Abbigail Irwin (10), Cecilia Warren 
(11) 

What drives you to play soccer? 

Playing soccer not only keeps me in shape, but 

also lets me make memories with friends. Plus 

who doesn't love Old Man Casner?" 
-MARIA PALMER (10) 

ALWAYS GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP... 
Kubasaki Varsity Girls graciously take a 

quick photo with the Yomitan girls after a 
victory. These types of interactions with 

local teams is what makes playing in 
Okinawa so unique. 
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1. Controlling the ball mid-air 
is a talent Amara Mitton(10) 
has obviously mastered. 
2. Not willing to give up on the 
play, Michelle Swanson(9) 
battles with a Yomitan player 
for the ball. 
3. The throw in requires high 
levels of awareness and 
precision, as Cecelia Warren 
(11) demonstrates. 
4. Newcomer Violah 
Nabatanzi (9) is always a 
threat from the wing. 

"Being able to work well 
together as a team and 
taking part in the ASIJ 

Tournament." 
Michelle Swanson (9) 

IUBASAS* t t 01 

SETTING THE 
[STAGE... 
The girls run 
drills before 
start-time to 
simulate in-
game 
situations. 

TIKI-TAKA... T aking a page straight out of the 
Spanish's playbook, Liana Elpenord(10) and 
Cecilia Warren (11) execute a give-and-go 
touch pass to perfection. 



JEFFREY HORTON (12) 
"I'm glad to be able to start 
and finish here at Kubasaki 
and move on to play soccer 

in college." 

1. With the attacking player breaking 
out a flurry of moves. Kaisei Taylor 
(11) attempts to dissuade him from 

advancing with a slide tackle. 
2. The penalty kick is one of the most 

stressful events in any sport, but 
goalkeeper Camoryn Oliver (11) has 

become immune to the pressure, easily 
deflecting the shot. 

3. Running in full stride. Skyler 
Klimek (12) looks to advance the ball 

past midfield. 

"It's a bittersweet moment overall since this is 

my last year playing soccer. It's such an 

amazing feeling to look back over my high 

school career and realize I've come full circle." 
...Sinjin Pharathikoune (12) 

BETWEEN THE UPRIGHTS... Looking to 
put another goal up on the board, Dylan 

Boyce (9) hopes to put enough curve on 
the free kick to get it past the keeper. 
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SCIIEIMID 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

3/16 ISHIKAWA 4-3 W 

3/17 NAHA K. 1-1 T 

3/22 PERRY CUP 3-2 W 

3/30 FC LINK 4-1 W 

4/1 MISATO K. 6-0 w 

4/3 KADENA 0-0 T 

4/6 KBC MIRAI 3-5 L 

4/7 URASOE HS 2-4 L 

4/20 SHOWA Y. 4-1 W 

4/21 KONAN 1-1 T 

For us to repeat as Far East champions, a lot of it 
comes from the players. Their leadership means 
more and passes on the experience to their 
teammates. 

COACH EASTMAN 

"Honestly, I couldn't have 
asked for anything better. It 
was fun and a great year. I 
enjoyed every moment with my 
teammates, and we all looked 
out for each other." 

...SAMUEL GBATU (9) 

ONE TEAM, ONE DREAM... Back Row: (Left to Right): 
Caleb Stickles, Luke Moseley, Jeffrey Horton, Alexis Ayala, 
Josh Carillo, Skyler Klimek, Sinjin Pharathikoune, Dylan 
Boyce, Sam Gbatu - Front Row: Gerrell Tango, Kia Fowler, 
Kaisei Taylor, Noah Hayes, Camoryn Oliver, Chase Gonzalez, 
Kai Croghan, Hugo Manuel, Shamus Kerr 

The Kubi Boys 
powerhouse 
continued to 

I win as they set 
i their sites on 

lifting yet 
another 
banner into 
the 

\ gymnasium 

ON THE DOTTED LINE... Although Jeffrey 
Horton (12) will always be a Dragon at heart, he 
welcomes the chance to play college level soccer. He 
signed a scholarship to play at Division I Providence 
University in Manitoba, Canada. Kubasaki will have a 
hard time replacing his production. 

READY TO 
STRIKE... 
Surveying the 
field, Noah 
Hayes (12) 
prepares to 
rocket the ball 
into the 
opposing goal. 



THE ROSTER... (Left to right) back row: Coach Noga, 
Racquelle Kilian, Jocelyn Powell, Alyssa Frank, Grade 
McMahon, Zoe Weidly, Kinlie Witherow, Jalyn Foster, 
Coach Thibert - Front row: Alyssa Alvarado, Carmen 
Hamm, McKayla Paine, Xochitl Espinoza, Noel De La 
Cruz, Carolina Rivera, Elena Belmonte, Made Frank 

SCOREBOAM I 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

ISB 

BANGKOK 

DOHA 

KADENA 

KADENA 

KADENA 

ASIJ 

KADENA 

KADENA 

KADENA 

H "The most enjoyable part of coaching 
Softball is watching the players develop 
and improve over the years. Every season 
is like a puzzle in finding where to place 
players based on their strengths and 
weaknesses." 
...COACH TREVOR THIBERT 

Kubasaki 
Softball came 

out of nowhere 
to win the 

banner last 
year, now its 

up to this 
group to 

defend the 
title 

It's one thing to get to the top, and Kubasaki 

Softball did something no Dragons squad 

had ever done before 2018 - win the 

Okinawa regular - season, district titles, and 

the Far East Division I Tournament title. It's 

another thing to stay there. But that wasn't 

the Dragons' focus entering the 2019 

season. "This year's team is a whole new 

team with the potential to make it back to 

the top," coach Trevor Thibert said, adding 

emphatically, "I don't like comparisons" 

between this and last year's team. That 

said, Thibert likes the chemistry of the 

current Dragons - "The most cohesive bunch 

I've ever had," he said and Kubasaki 

"absolutely" has the pieces for another title 

run. 
What is one memory you will never forget 
about this season? 

"My favorite memory of the season is being able to 

help out the girls develop thier skills. I really enjoy 

being around them overall." 
...Gracie McMahon(ll) 

PUTTING IN THE EFFORT... Kubasaki 
girls get their practice in even though the 

practice conditions were not exactly 
optimal. Still, it shows this group will stop !||§ 

at nothing to win. 

TURNING THE DOUBLE PLAY... Second 
basemen Zoe Weidley (10) catches the*throw 
from the shortstop and flings the ball to first to 
get two crucial outs. 

1. Securing the ball into her 
glove before turning the double 
play is what makes Alyssa 
Alvarado (9) such a valuable 
defensive infielder. 
2. Focusing on the barrel of the 
bat, Zoe Weidley (10) attempts 
to crush the ball over the outfield 
fence. 
3. Looking the ball all the way 
into the glove is essential. 
4. Opposing batters have no 
chance when Jocelyn Powell 
(9) starts hurling. 

(12) 
the 

play 
routine. 

GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP.... The girls pose 
with International School Bangkok after two 
hard fought games in Thailand, one of which 
they were able to come up victorious. 

TAKE A SECOND... 
The girls huddle up 

to acknowledge 
the positive things 

they've 
accomplished. 



MAKING THEM COOK 
SILLY..? -»»••• 

1... With the ball quickly descending 
towards the outfield grass, Micah 
Thibert (9) attempts to pull off a 

challenging "basket catch," 
2... With a full count. Max Weidley 

(10) fouls off a tough breaking ball to 
stay alive and get another pitch. 

3... After playing a hard game against 
Shuri's baseball team. Shanon Hyde 

(11) and Kai Grubbs (10) enjoy a 
meal provided by the parents. 

"Having my brother on 
the same team as me 

gives me an advantage 
because he knows my 

weaknesses and skills." 

MANNY„."77iey are a wild bunch of boys that 

are sometimes sweet, but also get on my last 

nerve everyday." -Chante Broomes (11) 

"They definitely keep things interesting around 

here."-Jaelyn Forbes (9) 

"Being a part of this group is an amazing 
opportunity because I am with a hard working 

and motivated team. The biggest factor is 
motivating my boys and to never be caught with 

my head down." 
• SAMUEL WILLIAMSON (11) 
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"Practice the 
fundamentals 
and listen to 
your coach, 
they know 
what's best for 
you, always." 

From a Far East Division I Tournament finals 

appearance to a full rebuild the following 

season, Kubasaki baseball faced numerous 

challenges in the 2019 season. But coach 

Randy Toor and the Dragon squad , loaded 

with freshmen and sophomores, took those 

challenges in stride and focused on 

fundamental things as the season began. 

"We're just trying to learn from every game as 

the season goes on," Toor said a couple of 

weeks after the Dragons began their season 

with a weekend tournament in Thailand. 

"We're not too worried about results right now. 

It's fun, considering they're all young. They're 

getting a lot of playing time and who doesn't 

want playing time? If we cut down on the 

mistakes as the season goes on, we'll only get 

better throughout the season." 

THE ROSTER... Back Row (left to right)- Coach Toor, 
George Glover, Bryson Lokey, Jacob Workman, Owen 
Singley, Shanon Hyde, Isaac Workman, Micah Truman, 
Kai Grubbs, Nick Patton, Coach Grubbs.- Front row; 
Chante Brooms, Kai Johnston, Cruz Vega, Ralph Rivera, 
Max Weidly, Andrew Barnes, Samuel Williamson, Micah 
Thibert, Jaelyn Forbes. 

Scores 
DATE OPPONENT SCORE W/L 

3/14 ISB 6-4 L 

3/15 ASIJ 6-4 L 

3/16 DOHA 0-3 L 

3/23 URUMA BOY 8-4 W 

3/23 URUMA BOY B 7-0 L 

3/27 KADENA 8-2 L 

3/30 NAHA NISHI 9-4 ; Jfe'.-i" 

4/3 KADENA 17-6 w 

4/6 SPIRITS B 2-5 w 

4/6 SPIRITS A 19-4 L 

• • • 
"This season has been quite successful, the boys 

- improve more and more every game. They are still 
very young and have a lot to learn for next 
season." 

|P ...COACH TOOR 

STARTING OFF 
WITH A 
BANG(KOK)... 
At an 
International 
Tournament in 
Bangkok, 
Thailand, the 
Dragon baseball 
team opened up 
the season 
playing six 
games against 
schools from 
around the 
world. 
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THESE KIDS CAN BALL... Taking a moment 
to reflect on the season thus far, Andrew 
Barnes (10) realizes just how much 
newcomer Jacob Workman (9) has done for 
Dragon baseball. 



soccer team brought the 

team in teamwork! The 

Dragons had no problem 

cheering on this team at 

games. Running for what 

seemed like forever, they 

never quit and always 

pushed through. They 

showed their skills through 

dribbling drives down the 

field, accurate passing, and 

a stout defense. All they 

needed was a ball and a 

rambunctious crowd. 

The JV 
girls 
work 
hard to 
win 
matches 
and 
make 
the 
Varsity 
roster 
next 
year 

The Kubasaki JV Girls 

Who Is your fought 
competition and wl 

"The Diplomats becaust 
are a year round team 

my team just started to 
how to work togethe 

Alanys Loor 

1. Keeping control of the ball 
Emma Dawson (11) makes a 

run towards the goal. 
| 2. In a desperate dash for 

ball. Adriana Rivera (10) ft 
confident she will end up with 

|3. After another long match, the 
girls show their appreciation for 

the referees. 

What is the best part about being on a high 
school sports team? 

"The people because they make it feel like a family 

and more than just a team." 
• JANELLE HEINICH (9) 

KEEP AWAY. 
With the play progressing in Kadena's ha 

of the field. Makenzie Hennigan (9 
passes the ball forward in what may be th 

fatal blow for the Panthers 
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Kubasaki JV Boys Soccer 

team display their skills all 

season long. These guys 

terrorize opposing teams 

numerous times, scoring at 

will. With the help of Coach 

Swan, this squad ended up 

in the win-column more 

times than not. They 

showed exceptional hustle 

going against tough 

opponents. All season, they 

only had one goal, WIN, 

WIN, WIN! 

ifhat soccer skills do 
u mostly practice on? 
nostly practice shooting 
as it helps me during 

games." 
Jaeson Espina(10) 

1. Moments before the opening 
whistle, Thiago Facchini (10), 

Lucas (10), and Aden 
(10) get their mind ready for 

the upcoming challenge. 
2. Looking like a future Ronaldo, 
Tyheim Miller (10) puts the 
defender in a blender before blowing 
by him. 
3. Using his outside foot to confuse 
the Diplomat, Isaiah Carillo (9) 
sprints down the wing. 

Our 
Junior 

boys are 
training 

day in 
and day 

out to 
move up 

to the 
varsity 
team. 

They made it look easy! The 

What was your favorite moment of the 
season? 

"My favorite moment was when we got to practice 

with the Varsity team." 

. ISAIAH CARILLO (9) 

CHANGE OF PACE... Just as the Kadena 
defender desperately tries to pry the ball 
away. Dillon Battles (11) reverse pivots 
and dashes towards the other side of the 
field. 



GLASS OF 202211 

FIESHFACES 
A NEW GENERATION, 

Fresh new faces can be exciting; starting 

high school can be downright terrifying. 

The transition from summer break into a 

new schoolyear brings another generation 

of students to Kubasaki. Getting used to 

the change can be diffcult for some, but 

freshman year is definitely the most 

memorable. Although just a small step 

onto campus, freshmen at Kubasaki are 

taking a huge leap towards their futures! 

CLASS, AND BEGINNINGS 



"Don't you just 
hate when your 
skin wiggles?" 

..ERiCA DAI LEY 
(9) 

"Everything you do 
matters. Its harder to 
pretend it doesn't." 
...SHAYLEE GATCH 

(9) 

James Domorod 
Kaitlyn Dunn 
Simon Eldredge 
Nico Enerlan 
Jesus Escamilla 
Emily Espinoza 

"Freshmen year was too easy, but it was also too hard. The academic work was easier than 

expected, but adapting to social norms was more of a challenge. " 
...MICAH THIBERT 
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Sebastian Abanes 
Sydney Adams 

Dakota Ambrose 
Taniya Anderson Evans 

Raymon Arana 
Isaiah Armijo-Barnett 

Ashlyn Auclair 
Alexis Ayala 

Ian Ayson 
Giovanni Barnum 

Ethan Baucher 
Aaron Bowers 

Dylan Boyce 
Mackenzie Brodie 

Eryn Brooks 
Taja Broomes 

Evelyn Buenaventura 
Brandon Campbell 

Austin Carpenter 
Isaiah Carrillo 

Cassadi Castillo 
Natalia Cates 

Grace Charkowski 
Kane Chavez 

Brayden Cloer 
Allen Cole 

Nicole Colling 
Maggie Corbett 

Ayden Coughlin 
Caleyjaden Croft 

Astyn Culp 
Erica Dailey 

Damarion Davis 
Hugo Deleon 
Gavin Depue 
Luna Dilone 

Julianna Estoesta 
Pasiencia Flores 
Jaelyn Forbes 
Benson Fox 
Macie Frank 
Derrick Gaddi 

Kai Gallagher 
Anthony Garcia 
Torance Garnett 
Shaylee Gatch 
Samuel Gbatu 
Amiei George Diaz 

Indiana Glover 
Renelyn Joy Gonzaga 
Alyssa Green 
Matthew Guo 
Dana Hall 
Carmen Hamm 



"Who else loves 

wearing skirts to 

school?" 
... JACK LIVINGSTON 

GENDER BENDER 

Michael Harris 
Janelle Heinrich 

Makenzie Hennigan 
Erick Henriquez Camargo 

Alayna Hernandez 
Jeon Hosendove 

Huff 
Dominic Hugley 
Aidan Humphry 

Mya Inge 
Kip Jacobs 

Brandon Jenkins 

Thomas Jenkins 
Allvson Johnson 

Shea Johnson 
Brandan Kilian 

Reuben Kight 
Kaylee Kozerski 

Cariana Kut 
Makaela Laforce 

Julian Lara 
Patrick Leopold 
Jeremiah Liedel 
Jack Livingston 
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"Never sniff retried 

beans!" 
...BRANDON "Dr. 
Bob" CAMPBELL 

"I expected high school to be completely different than middle school, but so far it isn't that different. It's nice 

to have upperclassmen that I can look up to." 

...RYLEE LOWTHER 

Maiya Penney 
David Peralta 
Aleena Phillips 
Seth Pilgreen 
Jocelyn Powell 
Keith Rascoe 

Bryson Lokey 
Bianca Loor 
Rylee Lowther 
Stephen Lundberg 
Sophia Lydan Matro 
Nikolaus Mahlstede 

Matt Marco Maizano 
Hugo Manuel 
David Marshall 
Zachary Martinez 
Eugene McCary 
Nichelle Meertens 

Mateo Mendoza 
Adrian Misenhimer 
Brynn Murray 
Violah Nabatanzi 
Justin Nakano 
Conner Nichols 

Elijah Nomiyama 
Rubev Norton 
Lillian Oboza 
Ethan Parker 
Makayla Parnther 
Payton Passage 

Adam Rasmussen 
Michael Reynaga 
Crystal Richards 
Quran Rivers 
Amelia Rodriguez 
Elizabeth Roper 



isii 

"There are no extra pieces in the universe. Everyone is here because he or she has a place to 

fill, and every piece must fit itself into the big jigsaw puzzle." 
...Deepak Chopra 

ail 
" 4  

Natalia Sanchez 
Reagan Sandstrom 

Hunter Schnelle 
Scarlett Schoolfield 

Emma Schreffler 
Kali Schuchhardt 

Savannah Sellers 
Madison Sharpe 

Aiden Shaver 
Jerzon Rae Silao 

Jabron Smith 
Tristin Sorenson 

Summer Stevenson 
Sebastian Stone 

Michelle Swanson 
Kenji Taniguchi 

Micah Thibert 
Cayli Thompson 

Cayli Thompson 
Lorelai Torres 
Julian Trumm 

Ryan Um 
Wolfgang Vanness 

Emily Vasquez 

Cruz Vega 
Cadence Wahl 

Shayn Waite 
Anthony Wallace 

Christopher Waller 
Brendon Ward 
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Timothy Washington 
Jasmine Welsh 

Alexia Wheelock 
Kyrese Williams 
Jacob Workman 

Riona Yap 

Michael Zagola 
Alvarado, Alyssa 
Bowen, Noah 
Cavitt, Ariana 
Clark, Zeia 
Ferrell- Ayers, Elijah 

Fluke, Samantha 
Gertz, Olivia. 
Infante-Castillo, Nevaeh 
Maldonado, Jayden 
Matro, Sophia Lydan 
Notely, Joseph 

Smith, John 
Stephens, Serenity 

"I had so much fun with 
my Japanese exchange 
partner! Hope to do it 

again!" 
...TIMOTHY 

. WASHINGTON 

< "Nextyear, I look forward to 
more memories to share 
with the new friends I will 

make." 
...ASHLYN AUCLAIR 



iid you have any expectations coming 
If so, what were they? 

into 

_ in to Kubi, I thought that by being 
a freshman, people would treat me 

different. But I'm cool with 
upperclassmen." 

• JAELYN FORBES 

President of Dp. Bob U the Best Co. 
Call lis at cur phcne number: 

(740) 392-6110 
We live by our motto: 

"Never Sniff Retried Beons" 
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CAREER DAY... 
The future may seem far off 
but it'll get here in a hurry! 

There's always time to look at 
potential careers options. 

BUDS FOREVER... 
The next four years might be 
tough, but it's so much easier 

and, more importantly, fun 
with your friends. 

THE KUBI TITLE... 
Winning Homecoming Court 

is a great way to kick off 
Freshman year! 

FUN IN SEMINAR... 
When ail your work is done 
and there's nothing to do 
during seminar, our last 

resort is to goof off! 

IIEKIliEl 
.THE FRESHMAN OF KUBASAKI 

The first year of high school is arguably the 

most scary, but you soon realize that 

everyone at Kubasaki is part of a family, 

with each new class that comes in forming 

its own identify and carving its own piece in 

the puzzle. 

Gender-bender Day is one of the most popular Spirit Week themes 
as it allows students to express themselves in ways that may seem 
strange in other environments, and Natalia Sanchez, Julian 
Trumm, Makaela Laforce, Shea Johnson, Jack Livingston waste 
no time creating fun and chaotic memories. 

PATRIOTIC DAY... 
Always known for her unrivaled school spirit, 

Indiana Glover (9) celebrates by dressing 
up wearing red, white, and blue for Patriotic 

Day! 

£ 



SOPHOMORES 
After taking a big step in freshman year, 

sophomores return to move closer to their 

goals, whether it be college, joining the 

military, or taking on the workforce. These 

Dragons return having more familiarity 

with their surroundings, knowledge, and 

higher work ethic standards. This year, 

sophomores will be preparing for 

memorable milestones such as PSATs, 

taking their first AP classes, and 

embarking on their final year as an 
underclassman! 

Sophomore year was a transitory 

period. You are done being an 

underclassman, but aren't quite ready 

to be an upperctassman yet. This was 

the year you started angling toward a 

career, or a school. This is the 

beginning of the end of your 

childhood. Sophomore year. 

- CRISTIAN COLORADO (10) 

SCRElMrN® bRA^ON PRIDE... 
Screaming loucLand proud, sophomore Kyle Sar (10) 
along with his friends, tries to impress Dr. Mowen with 

his Dragon pride. 



I loved my classes this year. It was really exciting because there was always something new and 

fun to learn about! 
...Madison Black 
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Charity Abanes 
Ivy AJconaba 

Adrian Alcozar 
Mateo Alvarez 

Mona Anderson 
Corvez Arnold 

Robert Arroyo 
Yannick Assilamehou 

Samantha Atienza 
Michael Barajas 
Andrew Barnes 

Joseph Barr 

Abraham Bashir 
Chaun Beltran 
Jordan Bennett 
Madison Black 
Thomas Bock 

Kyle Boyce 

Mikayla Brooks 
Tyler Brown 

Zachary Burnett 
Jamie Byrd 

Eldon Caliboso 
Joshua Carrillo 

Rohr Chamberlain 
Bailey Chavez 
Giani Chavez 

Vivian Chavez 
Erin Clingan 
Sarah Cloer 

Christian Colorado 
Zackery Columbres 

Nathan Cooper 
Nicholas Cooper 

Alyssa Corpuz 
Riley Coy 

Zachary Crandall 
Kai Crogan 
Anjoli Cruces 
Christopher Czepiel 
Ian Davis 
Logan Davis 

Shaila De Los Reyes 
Messiah Dejesus 
Chloe Dominguez 
Jacob Dominguez 
Briana Dorval 
Kevin Duddleston 

Brock Durham 
Coby Earley 
Yuki Ebron 
Marisa Edwards 
Megan Ehret 
Liana Elpenord 

Nana Emery 
Priscilla Esparza 
Jaeson Espina 
Thiago Facchini 
Giselle Ferrer 
Matthew Fontillas 

* ® "Sophomore year was better than 
^ expected, especially with transitioning 

—7 to a new school In the middle of the 
year. I met so many amazing fri ends 
that will soon grow close through the 

last years of high school." 
...VICTORIA MONROY 

d°) 
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/ I loved having a lot 
more Involvement in the 

school and in the 
JROTC program as a 
sophomore this year. 

k ...YANNICK a 
ASSILAMEHOU A 

The best part of sophomore 
was getting my drivers license 
and my car. This year, I can do 
things that I couldn 't do last 

year. We have more freedom! 
...THIAGO FACCHINI 

"This year was so amazing. I got to know some really cool people, went o nfu ntrips, and I le arned a lot!" 
...Willow Lewis 

Juliet Geigel 
Michael Giles 

Kyla Gollihugh 
Brooklynn Gomez 

Maura Graham 
Naliyah Grider 

Ian Fowler 
Kiara Fowler 
Alyssa Frank 

Samuel Fuller 
Logan Gallardo 

Zackariah Gallardo-Chism 

Dylan Huddlestun 
Chloe Ibarra 
Abbigail Irwin 
Yoselin Johnson 
Zanajh Jones 
Londyn Kemp 

Kai Grubbs 
Nancy Gutzwiller 
Matthew Hageter 

A'nisha Hall 
Elia Hamm 

Hope Hawkins 

Victoria Hebb 
Zaria Heinrich 

Jared Hendricks 
Natalie Hendrix 

Jin Hibler 
Hiroto Higa 

Shamus Kerr 
Ashton Kinlan 
Maya Kolano 
Manami Lafferty 
Ethynn Leenheer 
Aden Leggio 

Isabella Leon 
Lily Leopold 
Willow Lewis 
Justin Lindstrom 
Lydia Lovell 
Daniel Lucas 

Ashton Madeiros 
William Magpoc 
Matthew Mahlstede 
Gabriela Marquez 
Charla Martinez 
Sander Marty 

Wesley Marty 
Jaylan Mayers 
Takishi McClures 
Justice McCullough 
Angelo Medeiros 
Devon Mersino 

Jessica Miller 
Tyheim Miller 
Angelina Millette 
Amara Mitton 
Krista Kei Molina 
Victoria Monroy 

A 



• "This year, I learned 
that all of us are 

changing, academically 
and socially." 

. ...Prlscilla Esparza 

"Sophomore year is great 
because we are much more 

motivated than 
upperclassman, but we know 

the ropes better than the 
Freshmen." 

...Jacob Dominguez 

Noah Moreno 
Matthew Mulherin 

Anthony Munoz 
Reina Nunez 

Natalie Oboza 
Kaycie Olaes 

Amelia Olsen 
Caleb Orr 

Bianca Ortega 
Kiara Oshana 

Sean Page 
McKayla Paine 

Maria Palmer 
Nicholas Patton 

Ashley Paz 
Joshua Philips 

Kaylee Pilgreen 
Madalyn Polich 

Amaya Posey 
Nikolas Ramirez 

Kayla Rascoe 
Shayla Rees 

Clinton Reventiow 
Bailey Rigle 

Adriana Rivera 
Ralph Rivera 

Vincent Rodriguez 
Grace Rogers 

Marius Rollins 
Henry Ruksc 

Owen Singley 
Seth Smith 

Damien Steele 
Caleb Stickles 
Leanna Stone 

Kiara Taba 

Ruben Saavedra 
Emma Samluk 
Victor Sanchez 

Kyle Sar 
Brooklyn Schreyer 

Celeste Sepeda 

Gabriel Wood 
Isaac Workman 

Bryce Tobin 
Alejandra Treier 
Micah Truman 
Natalie Tunstall 
Glick Uy 
Lisa Valdez 

Jessica Vallandingham 
Olivier Valmond 
Noah Vasquez 
Bryan Vigil 
Emily Walker 
Emily Ward 

Damone Warren 
Max Weidlev 
Zoe Weidley 
Eliza Weigelt 
Israel Weiss 
Winona West 

Marian White 
Drake Williams 
Graceanne Williamson 
Isabella Wilson 
Maxwell Wilson 
Kinlie Witherow 



TAKISHI MCCLURES... 
When I think about songs 
Skywalker by Miguel is the 
first thing that pops into my 

head. 

THAILAND FUN... 
As a once in a lifetime 

opportunity, Zoe 
Weidley and Yoselin 

Johnson went to 
Thailand to visit the 
beautiful sights with 

Kubasaki's volleyball 
team and also compete 
with other international 
schools in the country. 

BRIANA DORVAL... 
Sorry not Sorry by Demi 

Lovato is most definitely my 
favorite song. 

L. 
KAI CROGEN... 

My go to song is obviously 
Old Town Road by Lil Nas X. 

eating food 
provided by theTtubasaki JROTC 

during the Military Child 
Appreciation Lunch. 

THE 2021 VIEW 
Sophomores return to Kubasaki 

with high spirits and hopes. With 

graduation creeping towards us, 

this is the first step of 

transitioning from having fun to 

solemnly deciding the plans for 

our future. This is the beginning 

of where you start planning your 

future. 
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All throughout the year, Sophomores at 
Kubasaki form friendships between each 

other! DRAGONS ALL III! 

My experience as a 
sophomore has been 
amazing! I've made so 
many great friends and 

memories. I love how much 
i can travel here while 

doing sports or going on 
academic trips. 

...YOSELIN JOHNSON 

K U B A S A K I  H I G H  S C H O O L  

FRIENDSHIPS... 
Whether it's your 9th or 
10th grade year, 
friendships play a vital 
role in our lives. These 
friendships drive us 
through the year and 
make the two semesters 
seem shorter than usual. 
Many of the friendships 
formed in high school 
become paramount later 
in life, because as the 
older we get, the more we 
need those who knew us 
when we were young. 
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Posing for a photo in front of famed Kubasaki sign, Jaylan Mayers (10), Jamie Byrd (10), Sander 
Marty (10), Shalla De Los Reyes (10), Emily Ward (10), and Juliet Geigel (10) are proud to be here. 
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What are you trying to achieve that you 
weren't able to last year? 

In my sophomore year, I now have the 
confidence of playing a sport which i didn't 

have in my freshmen year. A 

"This sophomore year, I 
want my Drill Team to be 
able to practice more and 
better our routines. I want 
the Drill Team to eventually 
be able to win Far East. I 
would also like to improve 
my JROTC reputation and 
experience." 
•MATEO ALVAREZ 



Preparing for college, Mark Podzon 

(11), Lucas Kappen (11), and Victor 

Saavedra (11) dressed up as frat boys 

during Homecoming Spirit Week. 

•  • •  
Junior year is the year where classes suddenly 
get harder and AP classes seem to take up most 
of your schedule, or at least most of your time. It 
is the year where you feel like you are so close 
to finishing, but so far from the finish line. It's 
arguably the hardest year of high school, with 
some of us applying for colleges, while others 
don't even know where to start. But being a 
Junior means more than just struggles. It is 
about being students the rest of the school will 
look up to and knowing that the path you set 
now is the path that will guide you throughout 
your life. At Kubasaki, the Class of 2020 is ready 
to raise the bar for all other high schools and 
take a leap towards their future, one Dragon at a 
time. 

OF THEM ALL... 
unique and different personalities we have 
class, they make for the hypest, loudest, 

most school spirited. As each class yelled from the 
of their lungs, Dr. Mowen was chosen by the student 

to vote which class would be the loudest. And 
we juniors are the loudest. 

I 



"It was both exciting and 
nerve-wracking to be 

taking part in events as an 
upperclassmen this 

year." 
L..ANGELLINA BURROWS 

"I'm going to remember winning 
Homecoming Princess and 

cheering during foot ball season. 
Next year, I'm looking for ward to 

bringing home a banner and 
having fun on da gang." 
...CHLOE IBARRA 

Vinccent Burgos 
Angellina Burrows 

Keonte Caines 
Anthony Calbough 

Emily Campbell 
Dylan Canlas 

James Carpenter 
Arturo Carralero 

Enrique Castro 
Cerena Chavez 

Sarah Cloer 
Joshua Cobb 

Angelica Figueroa 
Nikolas Flores 
Brandi Forbes 
Jalyn Foster 
Sara Franks 
Leah Galarza Leon 

Colby Galbraith 
Julian Gallardo 
Lisa Garcia-Gil 
Alexandra Garlick 
Rachael Genevish 
Alicia Gieseck 

Rian Hamil 
Damaurie Harris 
Angela Hatanaka 
Makaela Hennigan 
Tristan Higginson 
Jonathan Hoppe 

• f - t - n H  
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"Junior year was such a good experience. Hard work and 
...Camoryn Oliver 

dedication is what got me here." 

Frank Adams 
Dillon Battles 
Logan Belew 

Elena Belmonte 
Chante Broomes 

Malik Brown 

Michael Giles 
Brooklynn Glover 
George Glover 
Yiyang Guo 
Alexia Hageter 
Destiny Hall 

Marissa Corn 
Kaitlyn Courdle 

Amarah Covington 
Lana Cowley 

Hannah Cummings 
Tina Davis 

Emma Dawson 
Katherine Delapena 

Nilsa DeschampsKarl Dorado 
Karl Dorado 

Damian Dorval 
Brenna Edwards 

Mekaylah Esguerra 
Victor Esparza 

Xochitl Espinoza 
Rendell Andre Estacio 

Jamahl Evans 
Vincent Judiel Fababiar 
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Samuel Williamson 
Michael Woolridge-Hunt 
Elizabeth Zagola 

Kenisha Hunter 
Madison Hunter-Jones 

Shanon Hyde 
Julian Inge 

Juan Inzunza 
Luka Johnson 

Janelle Layug 
Ethvnn Leenheer 

Malia Lewis 
Andrea Liedel 

Alanys Loor 
Colby Lovelace 

Iyanna Lowe 
Colin Lundberg 
Isabella Magan 

Arisa Manuel 
Lakisia Marsh 
Vakisia Marsh 

Sebastian Mata 
Alexander Matter 

Jehu Matthews 
Jessie McLaren 

Mackenzie McMahon 
Tia McMillan 

Shawn Meertens 
Meia Mitchell 
Hana Moore 

Micah Moore 
Megan Moseley 

Natalie Mulherin 

Cameron Murray 
Erik Nelson 

Sean Nichols 
Jacob Notley 

Camoryn Oliver 
Celeste Padilla 
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Samantha Padua 
Conor Page 
Chava Pellish 
Elijah Perez 
Haydn Peterson 
Mark Podzon 

Lucas Kappen 
Audrey Kerr 

Racquelle Kilian 
Ryan Kolano 

Phillip Koslowsky 
Chloe Kraus 

Clyde Pope 
Michelle Pulido 
Thomas Purdy 
Victoria Randall 
Erica Rivera 
Abigail Robinson 

Calah Thompson 
Antonio Torres 
Isabel Um 
Melanie Varon Golden 
Jianna Vasquez 
Shaun Wahl 

Rayna Waite 
Cecelia Warren 
Monique Warren 
Skye Watters 
Kiara Williams 
Urara Williams 

Samantha Robinson 
Mateo Rodriguez-Barrantes 
Alicia Ruffin 
Victor Saavedra 
Abraham Schoolfield 
Misha Scott 

Jada Shepperson 
Emma Smith 

Kaisei Taylor 
Mason Taylor 

Kiyon Smith 
Tiana Somera 



REPPING THEMERCH... 
No one holds a candle to 
Brenna Edwards when it 

comes to fashion. 

LIVING THE LIFE... 
Juniors at Kubasaki are 

some of the most 
outgoing people you'll 

meet on Okinawa, having 
left their shyness behind. 

Chloe Ibarra and 
Melanie Varon Golden 
enjoy some fro-yo while 

the boys pose for a quick 
snap by the sea. 

It's spirit week, where some of our boys came 
to school dressing as girls to show Dragon 
Spirit! THE 2120 mm 

IN IT TO WIN IT... 
Kubasaki Juniors proudly 
pose with the spirit trophy 
after a pep rally! Not only 
did they scream and shout, 
but they showed off all of 

their green gear too! 

PHOTOSESH... 
It seems like in every photo 
she is in. Xochitl Espinoza 

steals the show. 

STUFFING HER FACE... 
"Food" is Chante Broomes 

middle name, a fact the 
baseball players can 

certainly attest to. 
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Showing school spirit, 
Mateo Rodriguez 
Barrantes (11) wears his 
bright yellow homemade 
Batman costume with 
lights. He wasnt just all 
bedazzled up, but he was 
all about the school spirit! 

$ 

wasn't even close. 

WE GOT THE FIRE 
rhe juniors are known to 

be the most prideful 
ragons, as evidenced by 
winning the major spirit 
iwards at the pep rallies 

all year long. And it 

THE FUTURE IS CLEAR 

Green Out days are 
the best days. We 

hype the school with 
our junior spirit! 

...ROOTING FOR 
THE TEAM 

The class of 2020 
shows off their school 

spirit at one of 
Kubasaki's awesome 

pep rallies! 
...GO GREEN! 

JOKING AROUND 
WITH THE JUNIORS... 
When we aren't swamped 
with work from our 
classes and sports, the 
Junior class finds time to 
unwind, with jokes, 
laughs, and memories 
that will make us smile 
down the road! From time 
with our friends after 
school to having a little 
fun during classes, our 
Dragons always know how 
to be the life of the party! 
The class of 2020 is 
ready for senior year! 

In a nutshell, how was Junior year 
different from all the other years, 
being class president? 

The democratic nature of the student 
council was enticing, yet I was 

i r , t r r , a , t o  a n  a h a n l n t p  m o n a r c h .  



A teacher is more than a person who gives 
I $ WBHSBiZ ̂  1  ̂ - i" "' 

lessons in whatever subject they teach on a day-
y%*3fk̂ x?] -4 rlrS 1  ̂
to-day basis. Far more than imparting the 

properties of the Isosceles Triangle or the history 

of the ancient civilization of Mesopotamia, 

teachers are the ones who provide students life 

lessons. They provide the tools, theories, 

concepts and ideals that students take with 

them when it's their turn to face the world. What 
. 

they provide is worth far more than all the tea in 

China and all the gold in California. For all that 
|LjC Mlt i? *• WWit 

they do for each of our students, over so many 

years, to all our teachers in Dragon Land, we say 
Thank You! 

What do you like most about being 
at Kubasaki? 

"Sense of tradition, pride that our 

students as young adults advocate for 

theirselves. Excellent staff and 

studentbody and everyone works 

together to make Kubi great." 

...MRS. FULTON 
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"I love being exposed 
to the foreign culture. I 

got into this job so I 
could move around in 

foreign countries." 
\ ... Ms.Wootton A 

• "The kids h ere are definitely 
more traveled than back home 

in Michigan, which is cool 
because it makes me feel like 

they know more about the 
world." 

...Ms.Noga 

y 

"A positive work environment and the chance to geek about books with students or curious kids, 

is what motivates me to go to work in the morning." 
...Addy Lundberg 

Tony Alvarado 
Duan Anthony 

Fred Bales 
Melissa Beall 

Ray Beaver 
Abigail Brown 

Kristin Burfeind 
Alejandra Bustamante-Aviles 

Lonnae Calvin 
Steve Casner 

Terry Chumley 
Patricia Clark 

Ron Coia 
Brent Cook 

Leah Ann Davis 
Velonica Davis 
Robert Driggs 
Chris Eastman 

Jillian Eastman 
Holly Erwin-Harding 

Leondra Espinosa 
Jon Fick 

Kenneth Gipson 
Holly Gouldman 

Jennifer Greubel 
Deborah Grim 

Diana Guzman 
Antoni Hairston 
Patricia Herrera 

Mike Hogan 

Mark Honnold 
Deborah Lee 
Joyce Lowry 

Addy Lundberg 
Saleem Malik 

Ed Manalao 
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Erika Wootton 
Hatsumi Zoboblish 
Phillip Zoboblish 

John Pitt 
Sandra Ruffin 
Darren Shaver 
Miki Stevens 
Trevor Thibert 
Steven Thomas 

Randy Toor 
Robert Vanderbloeman 
Amanda Vinson 
Meghan Wagley 
Phillip West 
Jeanne White 

Rosa Menendez 
Scott Milanovich 
Gregg Mowen 
Kimberlyn Nelson 
Kimberly Noga 
Kevin Peterson 



IT'S TIME 

SENIORS 
5 Senior year is a time to reflect on our 
I highschool journey. As we reach the end, 

we look back at all our firsts, but also look 

forward to each of our lasts. From our first 

steps on Kubasaki's storied grounds, to 

our last step off the stage holding our 

high school diplomas, these are all 

memories we will cherish for a lifetime. 

We're ready for the next chapter of our 

lives and hope to keep the memories 

we've made, adding more pieces to our 
puzzle of life. 

SENIOR BREAKFAST 
The best way to start senior year is 

going to the Kadena Officers Club for 

a traditional senior breakfast. With the 

year being filled with excitement, this 

is a great way to make memorable 

and peaceful moments with your 

closest friends. 

FtNAOmORAH... < 

& mhejlrial dayipfT^t^^i^m^m^oidest 
crag# 
This year the lovely mural was paintecTby tnekindest 

soul Senior Superlative winner, Faith Lee. 
""-"-V ,' ;• 

UBY FORTE, 
I last photo 
ilgh school. 



Danielle Allen 

"Technically, you're never alone because there's thousands of mites living on 
your face." - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Boise, Idaho 

Haley Ammon 

'Set your goals, take the action, live your dreams." - Catherine Pulsifer 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Greenville, North Carolina 

Anya Andrada 

"E mahalo kakou I k a mea loa'a " - Self 

ijj PLACE OF BIRTH: Kailua, Hawaii 

Kiara Bagwell 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Tucson, Arizona 

Daniel Balabis 

We live in a simulation 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Calvin Banks 

"Even if you're going through some hard times, just don't give up — you can 
make it." -Gunna 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Milton, Florida 

f Donatella "Telia" Barone 

'Wait, what did he said?" - Alllison Hansen 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Sydney Basford 

William Shakespeare, A Midsummer "Lord what fools these mortals be!' 
Night's Dream 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Blacksbur 



Charlotte Basurto-Olsen Gage Crarter 

"I wasn't listening, but I strongly disagree. 
Recreation 

'Why am I dy ing to live if I'm just living to die?" -Tupac Shakur April Ludgate, Parks and 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Milwaukee, Wisconsin PLACE OF BIRTH: Bluefield, West Virginia 

ig§ Megan Charkowski Gianna "Gigi" Bennett 

I'm actually not funny, I'm just mean and people think I'm joking' 
Alexandra Garcia 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Oceanside, California PLACE OF BIRTH: Inglewood, California 

Daniel Christensen 
"A strong man stands up for himself, a stronger man stands up for others. 
- Steve Oedekerk 

"1 don't lose any sleep at night over the potential for failure. I cannot even spell 
the word." - General James Mattis 

i PLACE OF BIRTH: Okinawa, Japan PLACE OF BIRTH: Agana, Guam 

Morgan Clingan Emily Camina 

'Nothing is either bad or good. Thinking makes it so." - Shakespeare 'May your heart be your guiding key." - Kingdom Hearts 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Prince William County 
Virginia 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Oceanside, Califor 



Austin Courdle 

"Carry out your mission and keep your honor clean. Demonstrate to the world 
there is 'No Better Friend - No Worse Enemy' than a U.S. Marine." - General 
James Mattis 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Buford, South Carolina 

If Cod wanted you to live, he would have not created me." - Soldier from TF2 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Brownsburg, Indiana 

Caitlinbrittany Croft 

What's coming will come and we'll meet it when it does." - J.K. Rowling 

PLACE OF BIRTH: San Diego, California 

Harvey Cudia 

Jonathan Porter 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Pensacola, Florida 

Cameron Dalzell 

"I do n't know what my senior quote should be!" - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Jacksonville, North Carolina 
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Latrevia Daniels 

There is always a reason lo smile liiul il." - Unknown 

PLACK OP BIRTH: Oceansitle, California 

' 

Jaidah Davis 

"lie thankful for the had tilings in life, for they open your eyes In the good 

things you weren't payine, attention lo helore." Unknown iiipiiumr Hi 

PLACE OF BIR TH: Trenton, New 

% 

\ 

Noelle Delacruz II 1 
1 

mm 

"Throughout lite people will make you mad, disrespect you and treat you had. 
I.el ( iod deal with the tilings they do, cause hale in your heart will consul.le 

you, loo." Will Smith 

PI ,A( 'F ()F BIRTI I: Twenlyiiine Palms, ( alilotiiia 



Dalys "Dally" Eaton Dylan Galbraith 

You didn't lit the picture so I gue ss you weren't the vibe." - Khalid "If you are depressed, you are living in the past. If you are anxious, you are 
living in the future. If you are at peace, you are living in the present." 
- Lao T/.u 

P L A C E  O F  B I R T H :  O e e a n s i d e ,  C a l i f o rn i a  P L A C E  OF  B IR T H :  F o r i  I r w i n ,  C a l i f o r n i a  

Anetha Evans 

ti re a west > m e n ess. 

P LA C E  O F  BI R T H :  H o n o l u l u ,  H aw a i i  

I fanielle Carolan 

P L A C E  O F  B I R T H :  O k i n  

Triston Fowler 

apes. I don 't want to hear yours." Sell 

S a n  B e r n a r d i n o ,  C a l i l o r ni  

Ruby Sora Forte 

Delilah Garcia 

"Life's a little bit messy. We all make mistakes. No matter what type of person 
you are, change starts with you." - Judy I lop ps 

P L A C E  O F  B I R T H :  C l o v i s ,  N ew  Me x i c o  

John Garcia 

I)on'l n eglect your basic morality so that no one can sway your personality 
Self 

;<C mm $>"' 

P L A C E  O F  BI R T H .  M a n i l l a ,  P h i l i p p in e s  

Nala Gardner 

ale do anything to be involved in everything ... inclusion is one heck ol a 
." Nas 

P L A CE  O F  B I R T H :  O a k  I  l a r h o r ,  W a s h i n g t o n  



Jensen Giles Daniel Griner 

"Some books you read. Some books you enjoy. But some books just swallow 
you up, heart and soul." - Joanne Harris 

'A strong man does not need to read the future. I le makes his own 
Solid Snake / Metal Gear Solid: Twin Snakes 

P LAC E OF BIRTH:  Hono lu lu ,  Hawai i  P LA C E OF BIRTH:  Okinawa ,  Jap an  

Chase Gonzalez Alexia Hageter 

This is ( aid's plan, young man, you said it yourself." - I)rake '(loodbye everyone, I'll reme mber you all in therapy." - Plankton 

PLA CE OF'  BIR  TH PLA CE OF BIR T H :  Beauf or t ,  South  Caro l in ;  

Chloe Goode Allison Hansen 

A( 'E  OF BIRTH:  Jacksonv i l l e ,  Nor th  ( ' arn l in n  

Paul Goumellc Martha Hansen 

It's hard to be a diamond in a i limestone wor 

Jacksonville. North ( 'arolin Jacksonville, Ninth ('arolin,a 



Vincent Hill 

Life is all about the evolution 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Kankakee, Illinois 

Joshua Jackson Cannon Kerns 

"He smart, not dumb." - H ad 

PLACE OE BIRTH: Greenville. South Carolina 

A 

Noah Hayes Kai Johnston 
This right here is astronomical." -Travis Scott in Stnrgnzing This music's the only thing keeping the peace when I'm falling to pieces. 

- l i l Pe ep 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Kiltery, Maine PLACE OF BIRTH: Okinawa, Japan 

Sekayi Jones 

ist wa nt to graduate." - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Brooklyn. New York 

Jeffrey Horton t Z ackery Kaiser 

"If no ones comes from the future to stop vou Irom doing it, then how bad ol 
a decision can it rea lly be?" - Unknown 



Skyler Klimek Julia Livingston 

Prepared for the worst, but still praying for the best." - Li I Wa yne 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Okinawa, Japan PLACE OF BIRTH: Camp Pendleton, California 

Rhyza Laforce *!t John Macfarlane 

I've heard that hard work never killed anyone, but 1 say why take the chance? 
President Ronald Reagan 

woke." - Unknown 

PLACE OF BIRTH: New Orleans, Louisiana 

Mimi Larry Alvin Mack 

a'ight. Cool." - Daystar Peterson 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Jacksonville, North Carolina 

Michaela Madeiros 

"If you want it, and the more you keep hearing you can't have it, you just go 
and get it." -Cardi B 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Lake Charles, Louisiana 



Jacob Mahlstede 

"Without passion you don't have energy. Without energy you have 
nothing." - Donald Trump 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Salt Lake City, Utah 

Liliana Manzi 

"You'll always be young in someone's eyes, old in other's eyes, talented in 
a I riend, terrible to another. The world's never going to agree on a definition 
of what you are. Y ou might as well ignore it and just be yoursel f." - Unknown 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Belhseda, Maryland 

William Moseley 

"The harder you work for something the greater you will feel when 
you achieve it." - Anonymous 

PLACE OF BIRTH: San Diego, California 

Misa McGhee Oakley Mueller 

"No matter how bad it seems, it can't be any better, or any worse, because 
that's the way things are, and you better get used to it." - Leonard Church 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Henderson, Nevada 

Jasmin Martinez 

Don't be sad, because sad backwards is das, and das not good 
Unknown 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Houston, Texas 

Veronica Monroy 

"Things turn out best for the people who make the best of the way 
things turn out." - John Wooden 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Long Island, New York 

Tabitha "Tabi" Moreno 

'The grass isn't greener on the other side." - Anonymous 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Moscow, Idaho 



Shawn Nakano 

If the Earth is flat, then why is my life going down consistently?' 
Koby Riley 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Piper Oliver 

"No matter what happens in life, be good to people. Being good to 
people is a wonderful legacy to leave behind." - Taylor Swift 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Kailua, Hawaii 

J Ar'Miya Owens 

Knock me down nine times, but I ge t up ten." - Cardi B 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Newport News, Virginia 

Jaylan Penney 

"Kept breaki 
:i message at 

ng promises you said you would keep, so you can leave 
the beep." - Mac Miller 

Goldsboro, North Carolina 

Sinjin Pharathikoune 

'Taco rice that's a win!" - Coach Eastman 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Overland Park, Kansas 

Kiana Porter 

'The mind is everything. What you think, you become." - Buddha 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Okinawa, Japan 

Kyle Powell 

"Love is the most important thing in the world, but baseball is pretty 
awesome, too." - Yogi Berra 

PLACE OF BIRTH: West Valley City, Utah 

Jeremiah Pritchard 

Karma will come around, don't hit me up when I'm poppin'." - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Temecula, California 



Koby Riley 

Victoria Reed Ivan Ryan 

I don't know where I'm going from here, but I p romise it won't be "I trust no one, neither should you trust me." - Self 
boring." - David Bowie 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Vancouver, Washington 

"It gets easier. Everyday, it gets a little easier. But you gotta do it 
every day. That's the hard part. But it does get easier." - Jogging 
Baboon 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Dallas, Texas 

•;&A 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Marquette, Michigan 

Itj Alycia Sanchez 

"1 don't do things for the response or the controversy. I ju st live my 
life." - Rihanna 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Jacksonville, North Carolina 

Annika Rivera 

"Your life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change." 
Kf - Jim Rohn 

* 

Carolina "Caro" Rivera 

"I put the pro in procrastination." - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Bethesda, Maryland 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Iwakuni, Japan 

/ tm km 

I 

Marius Scott 

"I Am The Walrus." - From The Beatles 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Brandon, Florida 

1 

i 
Connor Sekelsky 

"Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because fiction is obliged to 
stick to possibilities; truth isn't." - Mark Twain 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Jacksonville, North Carolina 

i 



Brandi Smith 

Life's like a box of chocolates. You never know what ya gonna get, 
Forrest Gump 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Portsmith, Virginia 

Sofia Smith 

"Judging on how punctual I am , I'm going to be late to my own 
funeral :)))." - Self 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Okinawa, Japan 

Tristyn Stone 

I hope the leaving is joyful; and I hope never to return 
Frida Kahlo 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Honolulu, Hawaii 

Kaily Stroll 

"If no one comes from the future to stop you from doing it, then how 
bad of a decision can it really b e?" - Will Ferell 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Kody Stroll 

"Be the God of your own world." - Wataru Watari in My Team 
Romantic Comedy Snafu 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Frcdcrickshur 

Robert Swanson 

Live your life to the fullest. Never look back." Unknown 

PI ,A( 'E ()F BIRTH: ()kinawa. Japan 

Misato Takagi 

Who says that my dreams have to slay just my d reams? 
Ariel from The Utile Mermaid 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Gotcmba, Shi/.uoka, Japan 

Gerrell Joshua Tango 

"I dreamed it all ev er since I wa s young. They said I wouldn 't be nothing. 
Now, il'st 'ongrals! Worked hard, no vacation. They ain't had I lie dedication. 
People halin'. say we changed and look, we made it " I'osl Malone 

PI ,A( 'PI (>F BIRTH: Jacksonville, Florida 

w * r 



Kyla Washington 

"I'm here for a good time, not a long time." - Unknown 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Dallas, Texas 

Hayden Williamson 
" Al (lie age of lour I m el my besl IViend. We had our ups and downs, hul some days 
we just had to push through il . lint in the end our friendship just seems to be 

. pressing with happiness." - a message to my good friend heneh press 

PLACE OF BIRTH: Bethesda, Maryland 

Joshua White 

"Excuse me sir, I hope my horrible ugliness won'l be a distraction lo 
you." -SpongcBob Squarepants 



Mr. & Mrs. Kubasaki 

- iwrrJMV!fcwV mi x*l 
The students who embody the 

spirit of Kubasaki High School 
the most. 

Vincent Hill Delilah Garcia 

The students with eyes 
so deep and beautiful, 
that our whole world is 

reflected in them. William Moseley 

The students who are not 
afraid to be bold and 

charming. 
Delilah Garcia Skyler Klimek 

Most Dramatic 

The students who are 
excited and always tilled 
with emotional energy. 

Tabitha Moreno Kai Johnston 



Best Friends 

The students who have great 
taste in clothing and are 

always scrupulously neat. 
Harvey Cudia Melanie Verville Ruby Forte and Mimi Larry Chase Gonzalez and Sinjin 

Pharathikoune 

Most Likely to be Late to Graduation | Worst Case of Senioritis 

The students who suffer from 
that chronic high school disease, 
in which symptoms include an 
over-excessive wearing of the 

same clothes, a lack of studying, 
and repeated absences. The only 

known cure is graduation. 

The students who show uj 
late, breathless, their 

whimsical cap and gown 
fluttering in the wind, 

thinking their lateness is 
adorable and bohemian. 

Cameron Dalzell Michaela Madeiros Daniel Balabis Noelle Delacruz 



Most Likely to Win Every Argument 

The students who are fond of 
debate, can write compelling 

persuasive essays, and can 
even change the teacher's 

mind. 

The students who underwent 
an amazing transformation in 

high school. 
Donatella Barone Jeremiah Pritchard Jeffrey Horton Sydney Basford 

Most Sarcastic 

The students who look good 
in everyday life, but really 

shine in pictures. 

The students who have that 
sense of humor that can 

annoy others who just don't 
get the joke. Sinjin Pharathikoune Megan Charkowski 



The students who are always 
smiling, pretending not to 

care about the constant 
stream of stress teens endure 

every day. 
Joshua White Anya Andrada 

Most Athletic 

The students who are lean, 
sinewy, muscular, and have 
the ability to play an array 

of sports. Vincent Hill Jaidah Davis 

Most Likely t o be Famous 

The students who are most 
likely to have their own 

Wikipedia page about them. 
Misa McGhee Chase Gonzalez 

Curly, frizzy, textured or 
fine, these students have a 
head of hair that you just 
know they've spent hours 

each day making it look this 
good. 

Misato Takagi Calvin Banks 



are your goals after highschool 
school are you attending? 

plan on attending Penn State University 
to major in Nuclear Engineering and then 

join the US Navy to work in Nuclear 
Propulsion." 

...SINJIN PHARATHIKOUNE (12) 

and 

A 
COUEJ 

"Don't wait for opportunity. 
Create it. Never regret a 

day in your life. Good days 
give you happiness and bad 
days give you experience." 

...LUKE MOSELEY (12) 

Kaily Stroll (12) and Senior Guidance Councilor Steve Casner have a heart-to-
heart conversation about her future plans. 

ANOTHER DRAGON SET FREE 
Most students spend their high school years preparing themselves 
for their future aspirations and goals. From college prep junior year, 
to the application process as seniors, our Dragons strive to 
succeed in their chosen fields and skills as they move toward 
graduation. This new and exciting phase that they are about to 
enter is just the start of dreams to be pursued and successes to 
be made. Every student is different and expresses their plans for 
the future in unique and creative ways. Kubasaki has long 
prepared to unleash these Dragons into the world as they are filled 
with the tools, skills, and memories that will last a lifetime. 

According to 2018 statistics, the percentage of seniors in the United States enrolling in 
college in the fall immediately following high school completion was 69.8%. 
Approximately 85% of these will pursue a Bachelors Degree, while the remaining 15% 
will go on to pursue a graduate or doctoral degree. 
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GIANNA BENNETT... 
"After I graduate, I plan on 
attending Cal State LA and 
get my BSN to become a 

registered nurse." 

CALVIN BANKS... 
"I will attend Northwest 

College and go into the Air 
Force." 

DONATELLA BARONE. 
"I will be going to Eckerd 

College to study biochemistry 
and become a physician 

assistant." 

...IT ALL STARTS HERE 

While a good deal of Seniors already have 

their future paths lined up, some are still 

searching for a possible future. Kubasaki 

hosts volunteers to come help our retiring 

Dragons find interests in many career 

opportunities that life has to offer. 

Seniors all around the 
school search for 

possible options for 
their professional life 

on Career Day! 

Hayden Williamson (12) receives a scholarship to play Division I football at the Citadel! 



Cameron Kerns 
"My most embarrassing moment in 

high school was when I found out my 
boyfriend cheated on me and I cried in 

front of everyone." 

STICKING TOGETHER 
With all of the hard 

things in high school 
such as exams and 

tests, the best memories 
are always made with 

friends. These Dragons 
have stuck by each other 

for a while and created 
unbreakably strong 

bonds. 

\A/e grow old because we 
stop playing." 

...GEORGE BERNARD 

After all those AP exams, it's 
always good to have a little fun 
and remind yourself that you're 
still a kid at heart! 

NEVER TO LATE TO BE A KID 
SHAW 

Harvey Cudia 
"The best thing about high 
school was going on trips 

and getting close to the boys 
on the football team." 

Haley Ammon 
"My favorite thing about high 

school is meeting new people 
and making more friends." 

DRAINS 

CHAMPIONS 

Show Some Spirit 
At their first pep rally of 

the year, Hayden 
Williamson (12) and 

Vincent Hill (12) show 
their senior pride as they 

cheer in hopes to earn 
the title of the "most 

spirited class". 

Our life is a series of pictures and 

memories. We find ourselves reflecting on 

the most important part of our lives, a 

milestone long in the making, our senior 

year. It's our last chance to be a child 

before responsibility strikes and it's our 

time to face the world. It's bittersweet 

when your family sees you walking up the 

stage, but they couldn't be happier with all 

the accomplishments you made. The 

future is now in the palm of our hands. 

THE BIG CELEBRATION 
Turning 18 is a big deal. For Skyler Klimek (12), it meant he was finally a legal adult. He 
celebrated with his anatomy class with this creative bjrthday breakfast crockpot. 

AROUND CAMPUS... 
The Kubasaki High School 
Campus has all sorts of 
little nooks and crannies 
that many may not know 
about, but after some four 
years of attending school 
here, the seniors will have 
no doubt memorized this 
place like the back of 
their hands. Some may 
complain that it's old and 
smells funky in a lot of 
places, but that's part of 
Kubasaki's charm. They 
will surely miss it once 
they've moved on from 
these storied grounds. 

BLOWING BUT TIE COHDILE 

178 
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How did you guys meet and become best 
friends? 

"I met Zack when I was on the swim team 
the first year I came here in 2013. We were 

in the same lane and we'd always mess 
around during practice, like making car 

noises as we were kicking. Since then 
we've been almost inseparable and anyone 

who knows one of us, knows the other." 
-Dylan Galbraith 

After 4 years of sleepless 
nights, non-stop studying, 
and hard work, Piper 
Oliver (12) received a full-
ride scholarship to her 
dream college Texas A&M. 
By serving as senior class 
president this year as well 
as being a member in the 
National Honors Society, 
Piper go the reward she 
most certainly deserved. 
FULFILLING THE 



*Up*$AKl 

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s .  
S h o w  i s  b eg i n n i n g ,  
c u r t a i n  ha s  r i s e n .  

M a k e  yo u r  ow n  
s t o r y l i n e .  Dr e a m  as  

i f  yo u  wi l l  l i v e  
f o r e v e r .  

W e  l o v e  yo u .  
M o m  a n d  Da d  

i  y  \  i  L 
J A I D A H  D AV I S  

Wi th  a l l  you r  hea r t  you  mus t  t r us t  t he  Lo rd  and  no t  you r  own  judgmen t .  A lw ays  l e t  Him  lead  you ,  and  
He  wi l l  cl ea r  t he  road  fo r  you  to  f o l l ow .  - -P rove rbs  3 :5 -6  

Y o u r  f a t h e r  a n d  I  h a v e  b e e n  p r e p a r i n g  y o u  f o r  t h i s  n e x t  c h a p t e r  o f  y o u r  li f e .  W e  k n o w  y ou  m ay  

s t u m b l e  a n d  f a l l ,  b u t  w e ' v e  t a u g ht  y o u  t o  a l w a ys  k e e p  t h e  f a i t h .  S t a n d  u p ,  d u s t  o f f  a n d  k e e p  

m o v i n g  f o r wa r d .  F or  t h e  p a s t  i s  j u s t  t h a t ,  a n d  s h o u l d  b e  u se d  as  s t e p p i n g  s t o n e s  t o  e l e v a t e  

y o u  t h ro u g h  l i fe .  W e  l o v e  y o u .  

L  



CONGRATULATIONS 

MARTHA! 

WE ARE SO PROUD 

OF YOU AND LOOK 

FORWARD TO THE NEXT 

CHAPTER IN YOUR LIFE. 

LOVE 
MOM, CHRISTIAN AND ALL1E. 

ALLISON HANSEN 

M O R G A N  CL I N G A N  
2 0 1 9  

ANSEN 

WE 
CANNOT 

WAIT 
TO 

SEE WHAT I  
YOUR FUTURE 

HOLDS! 

LOVE ALWAYS, MOMMY 

GRANDPA RONNEY LOVE, GRANDMA 

MORGAN'S LANESEI 
LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK 

K U B A S A K I  H I G H  S C H O O  

n n ® a s »  £ u  n  s c a s a s  a s  
""":« a:  a s  a s  a s  a s  a s  a s  

Y O U  M A K E  OU R  H E A R T S  
S O  P R O U D  

L O V E  Y O U  A L W A Y S ,  
M O M  &  D A D  

W E  A R E  SO  P RO U D  O F  
Y O U ,  A L L I E .  

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S  
A N D  CA N ' T  W AI T  T O  SE E  

W H A T  TH E  F U T U R E  
H O L D S  F O R  Y O U .  

L O V E  M O M ,  C H R I S T I AN  A N D  H A I L E Y  



Carolina, 

You are going places. You have merely scratched 

the surface of your potential -- there is so much 

more to come. Continue to strive for greatness! 

We LOVE YOU baby girl! 

Love, Mom, Dad, Junior and Linda 

L U K E  M O S E L E Y  

CAROLINA M. RIVERA 



A U S T I N  C O U R D L E  

dJahe p lide in how fal you ve come &, have faith in how fal you can go. 

W)e love you so much and couldn t he m ole ploud of the man you have become. 

Jdove, 

2)addy, Wama, (fianny, Sonya, Papa fames, Beth, Bonnie and Welinda 

AMES BUSH 

W E  L O V E  Y O U  S O  M U C H  AN D  AR E  V E R Y  P R O U D  O F  Y O U !  

F O L L O W  Y O U R  D R EA M S  A N D  N E VE R  G I V E  U P .  Y O U  A R E  A M A Z I N G!  

L O V E ,  

M O M ,  D AD  A ND  F A M I L Y  

Be st rong.  
Be re si l ient .  
Be g raceful .  
Most  of  al l ,  

B e  u n b r e a k a b l e !  

Love  you  
Always  a nd  Forever .  

Y O U  D I D  N O T  G E T  T O  C H O O S E  Y O U R  P A R E N T S ,  
B I R T H P L A C E  O R  W H E R E  Y O U  G R E W  U P .  

B U T  Y O U  G E T  T O  C H O O S E  F R O M  N O W  O N ,  T H E  
Q U A L I T Y  O F  Y O U R  L I F E ,  

H O W  M U C H  Y O U  P O S I T I V E L Y  I N F L U E N C E  
O T H E R S  

A N D  
H O W  M U C H  V A L U E  Y O U  B R I N G  T O  T H E  W O R L D .  

L O V E ,  
M O M  A N D  D A D  



\ / 1 J  \  ( 

K a i l y ,  
I t  h as  b e en  a  b le s s i n g  

w a t c h i n g  y ou  g ro w !  

K o d y ,  
S t a y  t r u e  to  y o u rs e l f  a n d  a l w ay s  

k n o w  
h o w  pr o u d  y ou  ma k e  u s .  

You bo th  make  us  so  p roud !  
Thank  you  fo r  h av ing  each  o thers '  backs .  Now go  ou t  and  

conquer  t he  wor ld !  

Love ,  
Mom and  Dad Tristyn Stone 

' y°u did 
that! eP your heao ' d"d always y h real 

Love, NALA GARDNER 



/3e£i£ad, 
/f&tc abe 6-p (Ae modt inebec/î wman 6-einp. 

/f&wb $inc/$e<z'i£ ana/pe&ttive attitwc/e ma&ed eve>tpc/ap /kipAiek, 
//au, mp £ove, mi&c/o 6>ip tfiinpd in potCi £i£e ana/ 

Me eon't Mait 60 dee/ 

_ J J  ̂  ̂ oJ w L. 
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You f i l l ed  our  house  wi th  l augh te r  
and  t ea r s ,  p r ide  

and  huu t i l i ty .  
As  you  sp read  your  wings ,  

go  fo rward  wi th  the  knowledge  
o f  the  g race  o f  God  and  the  love  o f  

Jesus  in  your  hear t .  
Love ,  

Moin ,  Dad,  Curt i s  and  Hank  

: -v . •: ' 
Hayden Williamson 

PIPER LAUREN OLIVER r  Lauren Ol iver  

You have  exceeded  
our  h ighes t  expec ta t ions .  We a re  
so  p roud  o f  a l l  you  have  ach ieved  

and  a l l  t he  oppor tun i t i e s  
you  have  ea rned .  

En joy  Aggie land  
Love  you  and  

Gig'Em. 

Mom,  Dad ,  Makena ,  Hous ton  and  
Ta te  



A N E T H A  G R A C E  E VA N S  

T O  A  W O N D E R F U L  D A U G T H E R  A N D  G R E A T  B I G  S I S T E R .  

Y O U  B R I N G  U S  A L L  J O Y .  

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S .  

M A Y  T H I S  L AT E S T  A C C O M P L I S H M E N T  BE  A N O T H E R  B I G  

S T E P  T O W A R D S  Y O U R  G R E A T E S T  A C C O M P L I S H M E N T S .  

1 

\ I x 

Z A C K E R Y  C O L W E L L  K A I S E R  

E v e r y  t i m e  I  t u rn  a r ou n d ,  i t ' s  
a l w a y s  so m e t h i n g !  D o o r s  s la m ,  
p e o p l e  t re a t  y ou  b a dl y ,  a nd  l i f e  
s e e m s  u n f a i r .  B e  k i n d,  s t a y  
h u m b l e ,  w or k  h ar d  a nd  s u c c e s s  
w i l l  f o ll o w .  - G  n  G  

Y o u r  f u t u r e  i s  b r i g h t !  Y o u  h a v e  c o m e  a  l o n g  w a y  
b u t  t h e r e  i s  s o  m u c h  m o r e  a he a d  o f  y o u .  

M o m  &  D a d  

D o n ' t  l o s e  y ou r  g r i p  
o n  l ov e  a nd  l o ya l t y .  

C a r v e  t h e se  w o rd s  on  
y o u r  h e ar t  a n d  l e t  it  

i n s p i r e  yo u r  g r e a t n e s s .  
L o v e ,  
P a p a  
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D a  l y s ,  
Y o u  a r e  o ur  f i r s t  
g r a n d c h i l d  a nd  h ol d  a  s p e c i a l  
p l a c e  i n  ou r  h ea r t s .  W e  a r e  S O  
p r o u d  of  a l l  y ou  h a v e  
a c c o m p l i s h e d  i n  hi g h  s c ho o l  
a n d  in  y ou r  y ou n g  l i fe !  Y o u  a r e  
o u r  w o n d e r f u l ,  e x ci t i n g  ' M l  
D a l y s .  Y o u  h a v e  a  
w o n d e r f u l ,  e xc i t i n g  l i f e  a he a d  
o f  yo u  an d  w e  ca n ' t  w a i t  t o  
s h a r e  i n  th a t  wi t h  y ou !  

W e ' r e  yo u r  b i g g e s t  
" C h e e r l e a d e r s " !  

A l l  o u r  L O VE ,  
G r a n d m a  a n d  G r a n d pa  S a y r e  

D a l y s ,  
Y o u  w i l l  n e v e r  s p e a k  t o  an y o n e  m o re  

t h a n  y o u  s p e a k  t o  yo u r s e l f  i n  y ou r  
h e a d ,  s o  b e  k i nd  a n d  t el l  y o u rs e l f  

G r a n d p a  j o k e s .  I t  w il l  m a k e  pe o p l e  
w o n d e r  w h a t  y o u ' r e  s mi l i n g  a b ou t !  

S i g n e d ,  
y o u r  c r a z y  C a l i f o r n i a  A u n t s  a nd  

G r a n d m o t h e r  w h o  l o v e  yo u  d e a r ly .  

D a l y s ,  

W e  l o v e  y o u  s o  m u ch  a n d  w e  a r e  v e r y  p r o ud  
o f  y o u.  Y o u  a r e  s o  a t h l e t i c  a n d  a  g o o d  s t u

d e n t  Y o u  h a v e  c o l l e g e  a h e a d  o f  y ou  t o  l o o k  
f o r w a r d  t o.  J u s t  m a k e  s u r e  t o  p ut  s o m e  t i me  
i n  y o ur  f u t u r e  a s i d e  t o  c o m e  a n d  go  h o r s e 
b a c k  r i d i n g  w i t h  m e.  C a n ' t  w a i t  t o  s e e  y o u .  

L o v e ,  
G r a n d m a  D o t t i e  a n d  G r a n d p a  E l w oo d  

D a l y s ,  
W e  a r e  s o  v e r y  p r ou d  of  y o u .  Y o u  i m p r e s s  u s  
e v e r y d a y  w i t h  yo u r  d ec i s i o n s  a n d  d i r ec t i o n s  
i n  l i f e.  Y o u  a r e  o u r  f i r st b o r n  a n d  w il l  a l w a y s  
b e  o u r  li t t l e  g ir l .  G o o d  l u ck  i n  a l l  y o u r  a d 
v e n t u r e s .  Y o u  h a v e  b e en  a  g r e a t  r o l e  m od e l  
f o r  y o u r  s i b l i n g s .  W e  l o v e  y o u  s o  v e r y  
m u c h ! !  

M o m  a n d  Da d  

D A L Y S  E A T O N  
U  



DYLAN GALBRAITH 

T a b i t h a ,  
W e  l ov e  y ou  s o  mu c h  a n d  w e  a r e  

t h a n k f u l  G od  s e nt  y o u  t o  o u r  f a m il y .  
W e  a r e  e x ci t e d  ab o u t  y o u r  f u t u r e  an d  
w e  w i l l  c o n ti n u e  t o  s u pp o r t ,  l o v e  an d  

e n c o u r a g e  y o u  a l wa y s .  

Lo ve ,  
M om an d  Da d  

As you're about to embark on this new chap
ter in life, we ask the Lord our God to contin

ue guiding you always. We have seen in 
amazement as you have grown into the 

person you are today, and we can't thank 
Him enough for this beautiful blessing that 
you are! Always remember that you are a 

brave, strong, smart and wonderful woman. 
We have no doubt that your hard work and 
dedication is going to take you places. Now 
go, and be the change that you want to see 
in this world. We love you so much Pollito. 

Always proud of you! 
Love, Papi, Mami, Vane, Sami and Mia 

Jlilliani 

"For I kn ow the plans I ha ve for you," declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you 
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future." - Jeremiah 29:11 
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This year's weather was nothing short of extreme as 
major earthquakes and Kilauea volcano eruptions shake 
Hawaii, colossal hurricanes Florence and Michael hit the 

Southeastern coast and massive wildfires span over 
1.9 million acres in the West. 



ROYAL MILESTONES 

Following their marriage in May 2018, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex (Prince Harry and Ms. Meghan Markle) 
announce that the Duchess of Sussex is expecting their first child in Spring 2019. 

SOCIAL CLIMBER 
A small female raccoon, nicknamed 

the "MPR Raccoon" by the first 
news outlet to report on the story 
(Minnesota Public Radio), scales 
all 25 stories of the UBS Plaza 
building in downtown St. Paul, 

MN. The #mprraccoon becomes 
an instant internet celebrity with 
photos from viewers tracking the 
raccoon's journey posted all over 

social media. The daredevil raccoon 
is safely captured and released. 

END OF ESSAYS 
All 8 U.S. Ivy League colleges and 
universities drop their ACT/SAT 
essay requirements in an effort 
to break down barriers in the 

application process for low-income 
students. There are now just 21 

schools that still require the essay 
portion of the ACT or SAT. 



SAY GOODBYE TO 
PLASTIC STRAWS 

Starbucks, the largest coffee 
chain in the world, will eliminate 

plastic straws globally by 
2020. Straws will be replaced 

by recyclable strawless lids 
and alternative-material straw 

options, eliminating over 
1 billion plastic straws per year 
from Starbucks stores alone. 

SHOWCASED 
ART SHRED 

England-based artist 
Banksy's painting titled 
Girl with Balloon shreds 
itself after $1.4 million 
sale at the Sotheby art 

gallery auction in London 
on October 13th, 2018. 
A shredding mechanism 

housed inside the artwork 
frame activates after the 
sale, stunning onlookers. 

The highest bidder 
still proceeds with 

the purchase of the 
artwork, now titled 
Love is in the Bin. 

A WHOLE NEW WATER WORLD 

The world's first virtual reality water slide, The Space Glider, 
opens at Galaxy Erding water park in South Germany. The 
35-second, 520-foot water ride has each rider wear a water-
friendly headset to experience virtual roller coaster rides in 

environments such as space, sky or snow. 

BYE-BYE BEETLE 
Volkswagen will stop global production of their iconic Beetle 

car in July 2019. "The Bug," with its instantly recognizable body 
shape, is a symbol of the 1960s counterculture movement and 

is featured in numerous movies and artworks worldwide. 

LATEST LAUNCH 
NASA names 9 astronauts who will fly the first crewed launch 

to the International Space Station from U.S. soil since the 
shuttle program ended in 2011. Astronauts will be aboard 

Boeing's CST-100 Starliner and SpaceX's Crew Dragon for 
test flights at the end of 2018 to early spring of 2019, with 

missions beginning in summer 2019. 

Jv. 



RECORD BREAKING BROOKS 
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Brooks Koepka takes home the trophy and sets a PGA Championship 
record with his 72-hole total of 264 at the 100th PGA Championship 

held at Bellerive Country Club in Town and Country, Michigan, 

L 

WORLD SERIES ALL-AROUND ATHLETE 
The Boston Red Sox defeat the LA Gymnast Simone Biles wins her fifth all-around 

Dodgers 5-1 in game 5 to become the title at the U.S. Gymnastics Championships 
2018 World Series Champions. in August 2018. She is the first woman to win 

five all-around U.S. National championships, 
claiming every title from 2013-16 

8  W OR L D  B E A T  

FAN F V iRITES 

France defeats Croatia 4-2 in the final match of the 2018 FIFA World Cup. This is 
France's second World Cup title, won exactly 20 years after their first victory in 1998. 

2018 ESPY BEST FEMALE ATHLETE 
Snowboarder Chloe Kim, gold medalist 

in the 2018 Olympic Winter Games. 

2018 ESPY BEST MALE ATHLETE 
Alex Ovechkin of the Washington 

Capitals, 2018 Stanley Cup Champions. 

TIGER TRIUMPH 
The Clemson Tigers defeat the #1 ranked 

Alabama Crimson Tide 44-16 in the 
NCAA College Football Championships. 

UNITED IN VICTORY 
Atlanta United defeats the Portland 
Timbers 2-0 in the 2018 MLS Cup. 

WORLD CUP WIN 

MATCH MADNESS 
Naomi Osaka, 20, defeats Serena Williams, 

36, in her first Grand Slam title. Serena is also 
fined by the referee for receiving coaching 

during the match as well as for arguing about 
the referee call. 

FAST TRACK TO FIRST 
Desiree "Desi" Linden becomes the 
first American woman in 33 years to 

win the Boston Marathon. 

RECORD SETTING SUPERBOWL 
The New England Patriots achieve 
a sixth Super Bowl title, defeating 
the Los Angeles Rams 13-3 in the 

lowest-scoring Super Bowl on record. 
This is the Patriots' eleventh Super 
Bowl appearance, with quarterback 
Tom Brady breaking several records 

including most Super Bowls played (9) 
and most Super Bowls won (6). 



TECH/S I ENCE 

AWESOME APPLE 
iimmiimmiii 

Apple" is the first publicly-traded company to be valued at $1 trillion. 
The latest Apple iPhone® debuts include the iPhone Xr, Xs and the Xs Max, 

which are the most expensive models yet. 

PLASTIC PROJECT 
A massive net deploys in the Pacific Ocean to gather 

plastic in an Ocean Cleanup effort. The creators of the 
project estimate the system can remove 90 percent 

of the plastic in its designated area by 2040. 

... 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GOOGLE 

The search engine Google celebrates 20 years with a doodle 
recreation of the first Google office (in collaborator Susan 

Wojcicki's Menlo Park garage), popular search topics from the 
past and other various commemorations. 

SPEED IN SPACE 

Retired Jamaican sprinter Usain 
Bolt tests his speed in a simulated 
zero-gravity airplane, defeating two 

astronauts in a space race. 

t 
TRANSPORTATION INNOVATION 

Scientists James Allison and Tasuku Honjo 
receive the Nobel Prize for Physiology or 

Medicine, recognizing their advancements in 
harnessing and manipulating the immune 

system to fight cancer. 

Major cities introduce highly successful 
motorized scooters that bring competition 

to existing ride-sharing transportation 
methods such as Lyft and Uber. 

I 
DRAMATIC DISCOVERIES 
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FILM FANATICS REJOICE 
The dreams of film buffs come true with the rapid 

rise of movie ticket subscription services like 
Movie Pass, Sinemia and Stubs A-List from AMC. 

HEROES OF 
THE BIG 
SCREEN 

Spider-Man: Into the 
Spider-Verse 

Ralph Breaks the Internet 

Incredibles 2 

INTO THE S PIDER-VERSE 
1 2  W O R L D  B E A T  

BIG BANG ENDS 

The 12th season will be the last for 
the sitcom Big Bang Theory. The last 
episode of the series airs May 2019, 

MARVEL COMICS VISIONARY 

Aretha Franklin, known worldwide as 
the "Queen of Soul," dies at age 76 

from pancreatic cancer. Artists such as 
Ariana Grande, Jennifer FHudson and 
Chaka Khan perform tributes during 

her eight-hour funeral service. 

RICH OPENING 
Romantic comedy Crazy Rich Asians is 

the first major U.S. studio release with an 
all-Asian cast since 1993's The Joy Luck 
Club. Opening U.S. weekend box office 
totals reach $26.5 million, marking the 
best debut for a U.S. romantic comedy 

since Trainwreck in 2015. 

QUEEN OF SOUL 

Stan Lee, the Marvel Comics leader who helped create a new era 
of superhero storytelling, passes away at age 95. Lee influenced 

the creation of humanized superheros with their own unique 
personalities. Spider-Man, X-Men, the Avengers, The Fantastic 
Four and Black Panther are just some of the many leading hero 

characters he brought to life. 



COUNTRY CROSSOVER 
Country singer Maren Morris has a 

successful 2018 with her song collaboration 
with Zedd and Grey, "The Middle," helps 
earn her first Top 10 hit on the Billboard 

Hot 100. Morris also receives five Grammy 
nominations, three alone for "The Middle" 
including Song of the Year, Record of the 

Year, and Best Pop Duo/ 
Group Performance. 

I 
NEW RULES NUMBER 1 

Dua Lipa has a record breaking year with her 
No. 1 hit "New Rules." The track hits one billion 

views on YouTube and on the Billboard Pop 
Songs chart. Dua Lipa wins 5 BRIT awards 
and breaks the record for most BRIT award 
nominations. "New Rules" is also Warner 

Brothers' first No. 1 pop song by a female artist 
since Madonna's "Take a Bow" 23 years ago. 

TEEN CHOICE FEMALE ARTIST 
Former Fifth Harmony member Camila 

Cabello, won Choice Song by a Female 
Artist, for "Havana." 

TEEN CHOICE MALE ARTIST 
Former One Direction member and 

solo artist Louis Tomlinson. 

MUSIC A\ 
TEEN CHOICE BREAKOUT TV STAR 

Vanessa Morgan for her role in the 
teen drama television series Riverdale. 

AWARD WINNING LEGEND 

John Legend wins an Emmy for Best Variety Special, becoming one of the 
youngest EGOT winners in history. EGOT stands for the four largest awards in 
the entertainment industry: Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony. Legend is also the 

first African American man to achieve the EGOT title. 

BIGGEST BREAKOUT 

Letitia Wright becomes one of the biggest breakout stars of 2018 through her role as Shuri 
in Marvel's Black Panther. Wright is also nominated for a supporting actress Emmy for her 

performance in the Black Mirror Netflix series episode, "Black Museum." 

HARVARD GRAD HIT 
Brynn Elliott, a Harvard graduate 

who wants to share her experiences 
and studies through pop music, 
releases her first extended play 

record. Her song, "Might Not Like 
Me" becomes an instant radio hit. 

t LEADING LAUV 
Lauv spends 10 weeks at No. 1 on 

the Billboard Emerging Artists chart. 
His song, "I Like Me Better" holds the 
longest run in history to reach the Top 

10 on Billboard's Pop Songs radio 
airplay chart at 35 weeks. 



FORTNITE 

Fortnite: Battle Royale, 
Epic Game's free-to-play 

video game, dominates the 
game streaming market, 

making $1 billion through 
optional in-app purchases 
and avatar customizations. 

SLOW 
YOUR ROLL 

Rolled Ice Cream, 
which first gains 

popularity in 
Thailand, 

becomes a top 
treat in the US. 

ROCKIN RETRO 

Retro is in and the 90s 
are back! Classic sneakers, 
plaid flannels and concert 
tees are seen trending as 

so cool for school. 
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COOKIE CRAVINGS 

Move over Dabbing, the Floss is 
the new popular dance move! Flossie; 
gains fame with performances by The 
Backpack Kid on Saturday Night Live 

and in Katy Perry's Swish Swish 
music video. 

Unique Oreo cookie flavors continue! 
debut and fly off of store shelves. Ne* 

flavors such as chocolate peanut but 
pie, strawberry shortcake, pistachio, 
carrot cake and extra stuffed filling 

are just a few of the new fun flavors. 

FLOSSING IS COOL 




